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Chapter 1.  The Seduction Genie is Here
What do YOU wish for?  Do you wish to be attractive?  Is there a particular guy 
that you’re pining for?  Do you want to get married, but lack the right candidate?  
Are you getting back into the dating game and feel like you’ve forgotten all 
rules?

Well, the Seduction Genie is here to help.  Make your wish, and use the advice in 
this book to make it come true!  Whatever the reason you have for wanting to 
learn to be irresistible to members of the opposite sex, the techniques in this 
book are PROVEN to get you exactly what you want: more dates, more 
attention, and more fantastic compliments.  I am going to tell you everything 
you need to know about being the woman that every guy wants, the woman 
who never gets rejected because she doesn’t take “no” personally, the woman 
who wows a guy’s socks off in the bedroom and ALWAYS gets an invitation 
back.

Let me tell you: I’ve spent fifteen years in the dating game and have heard HUNDREDS of dating 
successes and failures.  I’ve had friends who met their husbands-to-be over internet personals 
sites, friends who dared cross-cultural relationships, friends who kept getting stuck with unap-
preciative boyfriends, and friends who’ve taken charge of their life at any age and set out to 
find the man of their dreams.  I’ve asked hundreds more men and women about how they 
feel about dating, what they find attractive about the opposite sex, and the moves that work 
every time.  And the feedback I’ve gotten is terrific.  Everybody agrees that there are just a few 
key things you need to know about capturing a guy’s interest and keeping it.  In the following 
chapters I am going to share all that insider information with you.  You’ll be amazed at how easy 
it is … and how few women actually practice it.

This book is for everyone, regardless of your experience, appearance, 
or situation.  The new rules of dating are much more flexible and open 
than they were twenty years ago.  If you are over forty, have kids, or think 
you’re overweight, you still can achieve AMAZING success in the dating 
game!  The number of divorces means that there is a wide pool of men from 
all ages to choose from, many of whom have kids of their own or want kids.  
People relocate to new cities or different states so often nowadays that you 
ALWAYS have new dating prospects, even if you live in the same place.  In 
short, there are lots of choices out there … lots of great guys wanting to 
find love and happiness … just like you!

If you have been out of dating for a while, this book will help you get 
back into it.  I’ll tell you what men look for in a woman, how to encourage 
a guy to approach you, the ten things you should not do on a first date, and 
how to make yourself so attractive that he won’t be able to resist you.
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The most important attitude that you can bring to this book is willing-
ness to spend the time and effort to get out there, start flirting, and 
date!  If you expect to become more irresistible to men just by reading this 
book, without putting its ideas into practice, you’ll find yourself in the same 
place you’ve been all your life.

Being irresistible to men takes work and the cour-
age to change the habits that have been keeping 
you back in the past.  Take heart, be courageous, 
get a support group, set some goals, and do whatever 

you need to motivate yourself!  The most beautiful women still need 
to make an effort to become irresistible to men, because there are so 
many other factors other than appearance (like personality!) involved in 
attraction.

Here are just some of the things that you’ll learn in my book:

 That men want to fall in love just as much as women.

 That happy people tend to appear more attractive than unhappy people.

 That you can get more mileage out of playing up your best features than by 
disguising or hiding your less attractive features.

 That certain colors make you more appealing to men.

The two secrets to attracting any man.

 That one of the clearest signals you can send to a man that it is okay to ap-
proach you is if you catch his gaze, hold it for an instant longer than normal, 
smile, then look away. 

 That one of the best ways to meet men is by getting a dog.

 How to flirt.

 How to keep him interested by using something he told you in the conversa-
tion a few minutes later.

 How to draw a man’s attention to your body by playing with a prop.

 That it is usually best if you can make the man feel as if he was the one 
responsible for approaching you. 

 How to get over rejection fast using “creative interpretation.”

 First date Dos and Don’ts.

 Reasons a guy will want to see you again.

 How to become a sex siren.

 How to keep the relationship you’ve got.

 How to overcome shyness.                                                And much, much more!
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Making a Man Map

Before you start this book, you need to set your priorities.  There is an old saying that a man 
chases a woman until she catches him.  You need to know what you want to catch and what you 
want to throw back into the dating pool before you begin.  A magical tool that many women 
have used to find the man of their dreams is a simple piece of paper on which they’ve written 
the characteristics of their dream guy.  I call this a Man Map, because it will lead you directly to 
the man of your dreams.  I know many people who have managed to find the perfect guy simply 
because they recognized him from their description.

Sound crazy?  It’s not.  Most women take a haphazard approach to dating and end up with the 
first guy who asks them out.  As a result, they feel like their relationships never turn out.

Once you start applying the principles in this book, you are going to find yourself turning away 
men.  You need to know exactly who is worth your time and who is not.  As you make better 
dating choices, you’ll discover how rewarding dating can be.

So, to start, all you have to do is take a blank sheet of paper and write down 
the following:

1.  What your dream man will look like.
2.  What kind of personality or personal characteristics he will have.
3.  Where he will be living/working/playing.
4.  The kinds of hobbies he will enjoy.
5.  Any other important characteristics, such as his faith.

Now, flip the sheet over and brainstorm answers to the questions:

1.  Where might I bump into such a guy?
2.  What kind of girl would such a guy be attracted to?  What would 
she look like?  What would she be wearing?  What would she do for 
a living?

The Man Map works.  Basically, there are SO MANY guys out there that you’ll never know which 
one is perfect for you unless you date him.  Which means that you’ll have to date A LOT of guys 
to find the right one!  By making a Man Map, you’ll be on the lookout for the man of your 
dreams no matter where you run into him … in the grocery store, on the street, in the car at the 
next stoplight.  You’ll also maximize your chances of meeting him by thinking about the type of 
girl he’ll notice and where you might find him.

The Man Map is a useful tool but not a strict blueprint.  As such, it should never limit your dating 
possibilities.  Even if a man doesn’t fit your profile, he still may be the perfect guy for you!
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As you continue dating, you should continue revising your Man Map.  For 
example, maybe you thought you wanted to date a guy who worked in the 
fitness industry, but the personal trainers you went out with didn’t float your 
boat.  You may have thought it was important to date a guy who shared 
your love of books, but you may have found that you don’t mind dating 
guys who are into more outdoorsy pursuits.

The Man Map will eventually become the accumulated wisdom of all your 
dating experience.  You will have learned what really matters in a guy … 
and what doesn’t.

For example, here are three tips that have proved to be true time and time 
again.

• Hot guys are often more interested in themselves than in you.  
It’s much better to have a slightly imperfect guy who will adore you than one who is 
constantly checking his own appearance.

• Always note how often a guy refers to himself and contrast it with how often he talks 
about you.

• Plain or shy men are worth the effort.  Relationships with these men will often last 
longer than relationships with better looking men who know that they can get any chick 
they want.  You may even find that they’re more willing to put in more effort in the 
bedroom, because they don’t expect you to swoon involuntarily over their looks.

Are you ready?  Now that you’ve got an idea of the kind of guy you’re looking for and have the 
courage and motivation you need to get out into the dating world again, let’s take a look at 
some ideas that can sabotage your search before you’ve even started.
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Quiz Time: Man ‘Spectations

Circle an answer for each of the following questions:

1.  What is your favorite movie?

a. “Sleepless in Seattle”
b. “Gone with the Wind”
c. “Bridget Jones Diary”
d. “Miss Congeniality”

2.  What outfit expresses your personality best?

a. flowing skirt and blouse
b. tight red dress with a slit up the side
c. blue jeans and a t-shirt
d. shorts and a tank top

3.  Which pet would you prefer to own?

a. lapdog (a la Paris Hilton)
b. leopard
c. cat
d. Labrador retriever

4.  What is your favorite drink?

a. glass of white wine
b. cosmopolitan
c. soft drink
d. beer

5.  What is your dream date?

a. dinner and a moonlit walk
b. salsa dancing
c. pizza and a movie
d. rock concert
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Scoring

If you answered primarily (a):

You are a romantic.  You enjoy romance novels and believe that true love is written in the stars.  
As a result, you may have unrealistic expectations about love.

If you answered primarily (b):

You are one sexy lady who could teach Samantha from Sex and the City a thing or two.  You 
are in tune with your own feminine power and have little trouble making men fall at your feet.

If you answered primarily (c):

You tend to underrate yourself in love.  You worry that you may end up being alone, and you 
often settle for less than you deserve.

If you answered primarily (d):

You don’t need a guy!  You’re proud of your own independence.  You may even feel that you 
can’t be bothered with the dating game when you’re having so much fun.
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Chapter 2.  Unhelpful Myths about Relationships
Before you plunge into the exciting world of dating in the 21st century, there are a few relics 
from the past that you should consider abandoning.

We get many of our ideas about romance from popular culture and the media.  Popular songs, 
romance novels, and romantic movies make us think that the pinnacle experience of life is finding 
one’s true love or being in love.  Stories about sacrifices made for love capture our imagination.  
Remember the popular Bryan Adams song “I Do It For You” from the movie Robin Hood?  We 
are fascinated with the notion that, if a love is true, it will make the ultimate sacrifice of life itself.  
Who among us doesn’t yearn for that kind of love, a love that is absolute and undying?

Yet we don’t live in a fictional world.  Although it may be tempting to imagine ourselves as Juliet, 
waiting for her Romeo, our dreams can make us out of tune with the real romantic opportunities 
that await.  Our actual experiences with love may not make a particularly riveting romance novel, 
and that is okay!  Being idealistic and romantic are wonderful characteristics EXCEPT when 
they lead to rejecting every guy straightaway because he’s not a gallant hero with the noble 
characteristics of a modern-day Romeo.

Men are ordinary human beings, just like us!  If you allow your relationship to exist in the real 
world of human confusion and complication, you will be much happier than if you hold one of 
the unrealistic expectations below.

Myth #1:  That romance “just happens.”

This myth is dangerous because it means that you have to 
act like a princess waiting pensively in the tower, hoping 
your Prince Charming will gallop by on a white stallion 
and save you.  If romance doesn’t happen magically and 
spontaneously, you may think that it wasn’t meant to be.

Romance—like marriage, like life—takes work.  It may seem 
like a lot of work to plan the perfect romantic occasion, but 
unless you make a conscious effort to keep romance in 
your life, you’ll lose it.

Myth #2:  That for every woman there is “the One,” your perfect life mate.

Men struggle with this myth as well.  It is difficult to resist, because most romantic movies are 
built on the premise that everyone has a soulmate.  All it takes, these movies imply, is being 
brought together by coincidence.  You may trip and fall on a busy street, and your soulmate will 
rush to save you.  You may be ordering a coffee in Paris, turn around and bump straight into the 
love of your life.  Once the perfect pair bumps into one another, the myth goes, they recognize 
that they were meant to be forever.

Even if the man and woman quarrel at first, or debate about whether or not they’re right for 
each other, you know from the context of the movie or book that they will end up together.  
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That’s how romance works—in a dream world.

In the real world, you are not going to have that absolute certainty.  In fact, you may discover 
as you date that there is no single “perfect” person for you.  Rather, there are lots of wonderful 
people, and any one of them would be compatible life partners if all the right elements were in 
place.

I’ve known many couples who say that their decision to get married didn’t take much thought or 
rationalization; they just knew that they were right for one another.  When I then asked, “How 
did you know that you were right for one another?” they told me, “We just knew.”  They may 
not have known the moment they met, or even after five months of dating, but at a certain point 
in their relationship everything just fell into place.

It is easy to say in retrospect that you knew one another was “the One.”  But this sense of 
certainty is no guarantee that the relationship will last.  Ten years down the line, half of the 
couples who knew that they were right for one another will be divorced.

If you expect that you will meet your soulmate, fall instantly in love, then marry and stay together 
forever, you need to re-examine your expectations.  Don’t eliminate a great guy from your life 
just because you don’t feel that inexplicable certainty that he’s your life partner.  On the other 
hand, even if you are absolutely certain that the person you’re with is the one handpicked by 
the divine powers above for you, you may be wrong.  That’s why the myth of “the One” is so 
unhelpful.  Your degree of commitment to the relationship and willingness to work at it will 
influence whether or not the relationship lasts MORE than your certainty that he is the person 
you were meant to spend the rest of your life with.

Myth #3:  That somewhere there is a “perfect” man with no flaws.

My friend Karen got married two years ago to the guy of her dreams.  Since then, she’s become 
immensely interested in my single life.  Every time I go out on a date, she wants to know every 
detail.  Afterwards, she sighs and says that she wishes her husband was still that romantic.

Karen is facing what every woman must eventually 
face.  The fact that the impossibly wonderful, amazing, 
gorgeous guy you’re with is NOT 100% perfect.  Actu-
ally, he has some annoying habits.  The longer you’re in 
the relationship, the more irritating his obsession with 
Sunday night football becomes.  The way he acts when he’s 
with his male buddies is disgusting.  He leaves the toilet 
seat up no matter how many times you’ve asked him to 
leave it down.  He forgets to compliment you when you go 
out.  In fact, the longer you’re with him, the more ordinary 
he seems.

From the outside, many couples seem perfectly made for each other.  If you could bug their 
house or apartment, though, you would discover evidence that they argue, annoy one another, 
and feel angry or ignored at times.  Nobody is perfect.  I know that it is obvious, but when we 
are dating we often forget it.
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If you find yourself constantly rejecting guys because they don’t meet your standards, you may 
need to ask yourself how you will develop relationship skills if you never take a chance on a 
less-than-perfect guy.

I’m not saying that you should date that golden boy with the cheating problem, or that loser who 
always sits at home watching television, but you should date that nice guy who seems great in 
every way except one.  Maybe he just doesn’t seem exciting enough for you.  Maybe he doesn’t 
have as many muscles as your usual boyfriend.  Maybe he works in accounting, and you’ve 
always been attracted to guys in more alternative lines of work.

Give the guy a chance.  You know that you’re not perfect in every way, so you shouldn’t expect 
a guy—even if he’s the guy of your dreams—to be perfect, either.  Being in a long-term relation-
ship takes lots of tolerance and forgiving, so by accepting a less-than-perfect guy for what he is, 
you’ll be developing good relationship skills.

Myth #4:  That if he doesn’t look like Fabio, you’re settling.

I realize that most women DON’T think this way.  They 
want a good-looking guy, but they’re happy with any guy 
as long as he’s got good personal hygiene and looks after 
himself.

However, once you start dating REALLY good-looking 
guys, you may start to feel that you have a standard to 
maintain.  Besides, you always used to dream of a broad-
chested, muscular guy with intense black hair who could 
carry you across a room.  Why shouldn’t you have him?

There are lots of cool, kind guys who need a little help in the appearance department, but time 
and the right fashion changes everyone’s appearance.  Go to any ten-year high school reunion 
to see the truth.  That nerd in high school may have become the strong-jawed guy with the 
piercing eyes, while the jock with the cut body and sun-bleached hair has become a paunchy 
middle manager.

So the next time you’re at a bar and casting around for the really hot guy, spare a glance for his 
more ordinary-looking friend.  Ordinary guys around the world will thank you.

Myth #5:  That a boyfriend will “complete” you and make you eternally 
happy.

Women fall prey to this myth by millions.  They believe—because their romance novels, romantic 
movies, and romantic songs tell them so—that if only they had the love of their lives, they’d be 
eternally happy.  Their life would turn into a slow-motion moving of two people running hand in 
hand through a meadow of wildflowers or across a beach at sunset.  Rather than being half an 
orange, they’d be a whole orange.  They would never be alone and lonely again.
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One of the differences between the generation that came of age before the 1960s and the 
generation that came of age afterwards is that newer generations are less likely to believe that 
they need a man to complete their lives.  Women, especially professional women, are waiting 
longer and longer to get married.  Some choose not to have children, while others choose to live 
in long-term partnerships that are not formalized by marriage.

You’re a modern-day woman, which means that you should 
know beyond a shadow of a doubt that you don’t need a 
boyfriend to make you happy.  A boyfriend will improve 
your life, increase your pleasure in the everyday things, and 
fulfill your emotional and physical needs for intimacy, but 
a boyfriend should just be one part of an overall healthy, 
balanced life.  When the need for a boyfriend becomes 
all-consuming, you are actually LESS likely to find one.  Men 
can sense when a woman is desperate to hook up, and that 
is the single easiest way to turn them off.

If you think that you HAVE to have a boyfriend to be happy, you often find that your emotions 
yo-yo as you swing between extremes of happiness (when you’re in a relationship) and unhappi-
ness (when you’re not).  Worse, feeling as if you always need male companionship can lead you 
to make bad dating choices.  Given the choice between someone who doesn’t seem right for 
you and loneliness, you may choose a person that you know isn’t right for you.  As a result, you 
may have a negative dating experience, which may sour you to the next one.

It can be very difficult to get used to the notion of being alone, especially if you’ve recently 
broken up from a long-term relationship.  However, consider this time as a “singleton” as an op-
portunity.  Now you can do all those things that only you, not your partner, wanted to do, like sit 
in a café for an hour reading a book, or spending a weekend in the park, or wandering through 
the museum.  You don’t have to do these activities alone; share them with a family member, a 
girlfriend, or meet someone new while you’re there!  You may find that you have a vast support 
network available to you that you ignored while you were in your previous relationship, because 
you were looking to your partner to provide everything.

Remember: erasing this myth from your head will make you more attractive to men.  Men feel an 
enormous responsibility to provide happiness to their partners, and their partners’ dependence 
can feel like a burden.  If you are happy and fulfilled in yourself and don’t really NEED a relation-
ship, you’ll be amazed at how many opportunities come your way.

Myth #6:  That you shouldn’t have to communicate and he will read your 
mind.

If you look at this myth in the cold light of day, you may start laughing.  Clearly no one believes 
that.

Once you start thinking about all the expectations that you have in a relationship, however, you 
may find that you expect your partner to know a lot about what you want without ever telling 
him yourself.
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For example, Janet always hated it when she and Kevin went out together.  He’d spend all the 
time chatting with other people or making new friends at the bar.  She just wanted a quiet 
night between just the two of them.  Instead of saying anything, she signaled her disapproval by 
withdrawing, going off to the bathroom in a huff, and sitting in cold silence on the drive home.

Janet didn’t feel like she could say anything.  She knew that Kevin enjoyed their nights out.  If 
she forbade him to talk to anyone but her, she thought that he would resent her.  The night 
would be boring, because she didn’t know if she and Kevin could carry a conversation on their 
own anymore.

Unvoiced expectations are the worst.  Although you may show your partner in every possible way 
what you want, he may not get it short of explicit verbal instructions.  If he is really into you, he’ll 
make every effort to accommodate what you want or make a compromise.  On the other hand, 
be wary of a guy who, time and time again, brushes off your statements about what you’d like 
or need.  A guy who doesn’t want to make you happy is a guy that you don’t need to share your 
life with.

So remember: although we’d like to have ESP, right now the best tool human beings have for 
communication with one another is with words.  Clear communication and establishing a clear 
pattern of speaking before reacting will improve your relationships immeasurably.

Myth #7:  That if it is true love, you will always feel the passionate high of 
love.

If your relationships always end after a certain time 
period has passed—say, three months—then you might 
be guilty of believing this myth.  You know the feeling 
I’m talking about.  The emptiness when you kiss and 
no longer get that tingling in every nerve ending.  The 
boredom when you go out and stare into each other’s 
eyes and see nothing more than two eyes looking back.  
The moment when he comes to pick you up and you’re 
still in your sweat pants.

All relationships go through cycles.  The initial high of passion (or honeymoon period) is followed 
by the hard shake of reality in which you see your partner and your relationship in from a per-
spective of complete, brutal honesty.  If your relationship survives this stage, it will be continued 
to be tested by periods in which you feel as if you’ve lost those loving feelings.

That is why marriage was invented.  Making a commitment to one another means working 
through those dry periods and accepting and loving your partner for all his complexities.  Ask 
anyone who has celebrated their 25th, 30th, or 50th wedding anniversary.  Chances are they didn’t 
even like their partner, let alone feel loving, for long periods of time.  However, once they got 
through those periods, they found themselves recommitted to each other, with their love deeper 
than before.
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Myth #8:  That neither of you will change.

Many relationships between people who marry too young fail because, as both partners have 
grown and matured, they have moved in different directions.  Because their relationship was 
based on the way they interacted at the age in which they met, they were unable to adapt to 
and accommodate changes in each other.  As a result, they ended up separating.

When beginning any relationship, you need to discuss how you will deal with the event that one 
or both of you changes.  You cannot expect your partner to stay the same person.  In fact, both 
of you should be committed to self-growth.  This growth can take you away from one another 
or bring you closer together.

The nature of change is that it is unpredictable.  Fortunately, the way in which you react to the 
change, —rather than the change itself—will usually determine whether or not the relationships 
continues.  You should never resent it when a partner changes, unless that change is unhealthy 
or harmful to them.

Myth #9:  That if you sleep with him he will fall in love 
with you.

Men tend to encourage this myth, because it means that they get 
more women in their bed.  However, that does not mean that it is 
true.

Men are not like women.  With women, sexual encounters lead to 
greater intimacy which leads to a deeper emotional commitment.  
Men are able to separate emotions and sex much more easily.  This 
is why men can have affairs so easily: the can have sex with some-
one who isn’t their wife, but still love their wife just as deeply.

If you sleep with him, you will be the one who is most likely to fall deeper in love—NOT him.  If 
you sleep with him, he’ll enjoy himself immensely and think you’re a great sport and probably 
even ask for a repeat session, but is that what you want?

If you want him to fall in love with you, don’t put out for good time’s sake.  Use the tips in this 
book to transform yourself into a wildly attractive, exciting woman who doesn’t have time to be 
his bed buddy.  Then he’ll really get interested in you.  And he’ll have to do more than offer a 
session in the shack to get you to be interested back.

Myth #10: Men only want sex, not love.

You may disagree with me here.  Of course most guys only 
want to get girls in bed!  How many guys avoid having a 
monogamous relationship because they don’t want to stop 
playing the field?

Nevertheless, studies prove that men want to fall in love just as 
much as women, even more so!  Men are also less likely to end 
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a relationship than women, and when that relationship ends they often suffer more.

Being in a loving relationship gives a man the emotional support that he may lack from his male 
friends, who don’t sit around sharing emotions but rather swapping tales of prowess.  Men are 
not encouraged to talk about their feelings; rather, they’re supposed to be strong, silent, and 
soldier on.  This is why men need relationships with women so much.  Women allow men to 
show their softer side.  They encourage men to express their feelings.

When a relationship breaks up, women have friends with whom they can share their feelings and 
get emotional support.  Men tend to hold in their feelings and believe that their only recourse 
is a bottle or throwing themselves into work/working out/anything that doesn’t allow them to 
think.  The breakup may be a big blow to their ego, because they think they’ve failed—even if 
they were the one who initiated the breakup.

As a result, sex is safer for men than love.  There’s no emotional involvement, so there are no 
expectations that men can fail to meet.  It is all fun and games.  But that doesn’t mean that he 
doesn’t want love just like you do.  Sex is good, love is good, but love AND sex is divine.  He 
knows it; you know it.  Now, you’ve just got to meet one another and let the sparks fly!
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Quiz Time: Expectation Station

1.  Marriage should last forever.    T   F

2.  Men don’t know how to treat a woman.   T   F

3.  All men are bastards.     T   F

4.  Women get hurt more easily than men.   T   F

5.  A man should bring flowers on a first date.  T   F

6.  Men can’t be romantic without a woman’s help.  T   F

7.  Men don’t appreciate what women do for them.  T   F

8.  A man should propose on his knees.    T   F

9.  Men and women want the same things.    T   F

10. All I need is love.       T   F

11. True lovers never argue.      T   F

12. I have planned my wedding since I was a girl.   T   F

13. Love is written in the stars.     T   F

14. The best couples are made, not born.    T   F

15.  Marriage is outdated.      T   F
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Scoring

Give yourself 1 point for every T you circled, EXCEPT for questions 9, 14, and 15.

If you scored above 6 points, you have some unrealistic expectations about love and romance.  
You may wish to consider whether your expectations are affecting your possibilities for relation-
ships.  Are you holding men to an unrealistic standard?  Do you have a negative view of men 
that sabotages a relationship before it has even begun?

If you scored between 3 and 6 points, you have some idealistic expectations about love and 
relationships.  Being idealistic isn’t harmful as long as you’re willing to bend your ideals.

If you scored 2 points or less, you have very few unrealistic expectations about love and 
marriage.  Having one or two expectations that you’re unwilling to compromise on is much 
better than having many expectations that are vague in your mind.
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Chapter 3.  Physical Attraction
The first thing you probably think of when it comes to being irresistible to men is your appear-
ance.  Most of us believe that investing in our appearance—dieting, buying the right clothes, 
learning to apply makeup correctly, and doing everything we can to look like models or movie 
stars—is the most important thing we can do to attract a man.

If this is what you believe, you are not alone.  A September 2004 
study, ”The Real Truth about Beauty: A Global Report,” found that 
only two percent of women from ten countries surveyed considered 
themselves beautiful.  One third were somewhat or very dissatisfied 
with their weight.  Nearly two-thirds of the women surveyed believed 
that their generation was expected to be more attractive than their 
mothers’ generation, and 59% believed that men valued physically 
attractive women over less attractive women.

Yes, beauty matters.  Psychologists have found that attractive people 
are better liked, helped more frequently, and seen as being smarter 

and having a better personality.  Men tend to place higher importance on physical attractiveness 
than women, because having a beautiful girlfriend on their arm can increase their own status 
among other men.

Before you cover your head with a paper bag in despair, listen to this.  You place higher standards 
on yourself than men do.  Women tend to compare themselves against other women or against 
the models on the catwalk RATHER than against what guys really want.  And what do guys 
want?  They want a woman who is approachable, sparkling, and just a bit mysterious.

Consider the following facts:

 Happy people tend to appear more attractive than unhappy people.  One great 
way of improving your appearance immediately!

 People are attracted to people with a similar personality.  There is no psychologi-
cal basis for the theory that opposites attract!

 Familiarity increases attractiveness.  Which is why people you know often seem 
quite attractive to you.

 People tend to date others who have roughly the same level of physical at-
tractiveness as they do.  Which means that your chances of dating a movie star if 
you’re a mousy librarian are pretty slim.

Even if you’re a natural beauty, you may find it difficult to attract the kind of men you want.  I 
have asked many guys about whether they’d prefer to date a model or an ordinary, attractive 
girl.  Their response?  Beautiful women are too much work.  One guy described a model that 
he’d dated in this way:  “It was just too stressful.  She was sooo used to having guys want to 
talk to her because of her appearance that she was hopeless at holding a conversation.  I never 
felt she relaxed with me, because she was always concerned about how she looked.  She’d 
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never let her guard down, like her beauty was a shield or something.  Yeah, it was cool being 
seen with a girl like that, but with her attitude AND fighting off all the other guys who kept 
trying to hit on her, I gave up.”

What Makes You Attractive

You may think that you have to be born with certain traits to be attractive.  Not so.  If you pick up 
a copy of People magazine’s “Most Beautiful People” issue and look at the women in its pages, 
you’ll notice that they come in all shapes and sizes.  Some are curvaceous, some are slender.  
Some are blonde, some are brunettes.  Some have fair skin, others have olive skin.

What do these women all have in common?  They play up their best assets.

We all know how Cindy Crawford turned her unusual mole into a beauty trademark.  If you have 
an unusual feature, don’t try to hide or disguise it.  Embrace it!  Television programs like The 
Swan produce cookie-cutter women who look as if they could play Barbie at Disneyland.  Unique 
beauty is much more rare … and special.

You can get more mileage out of playing up your best features than by disguising or 
hiding your less attractive features.

Don’t waste time and effort squeezing your body into those size 6 jeans.  
Instead, spend the money on quality makeup products to enhance those 
long-lashed eyes.  Forget about hiding your face under long bangs.  Instead, 
wear heels and knee-length skirts to play off those long calves.

 The more time you spend playing up your best features, the more 
attractive you will feel.

 The more time you spend trying to improve, disguise, or hide 
your less attractive features, the more unattractive you will feel.

It’s as simple as that.

The Biological Basis of Beauty: Health

Back in the dawn of human evolution, men sought out physically healthy women to be their 
partners.  Healthy women were more likely to give birth to and rear healthy children.  As a result, 
men today still find characteristics such as clear skin, bright eyes, shiny hair, and a curvaceous 
shape attractive.  Characteristics such as lethargy, depression, sallow skin, and extremes of weight 
(too skinny or too overweight) are usually considered unattractive.

Care about your body and take care of yourself.  Drink lots of water, 
get lots of sleep, exercise, and develop personal care rituals.  If you lead a 
healthy lifestyle, it will show in your skin, your hair, your energy levels, and 
throughout your entire body.  Guys won’t be able to keep up with you.  
And they’ll find that immensely attractive.
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Basic Self Care

Basic components of your everyday grooming routine should include the 
following:

 Your hair.  Men love to play with women’s hair.  Take pride in 
yours.  Get a stylish haircut or highlights; let it grow long and wear 
it loose.  Never have it so severely styled or thick with hairspray 
that he won’t want to touch it.

 Hair in other places.  Invest time in shaping your eyebrows, 
waxing your legs, and keeping your hair trimmed “down there.”

 Hands and feet.  Some guys love a woman’s feet and enjoy seeing painted toenails 
peeking through open-toed heels.  Other guys judge a woman by how well she cares for 
her hands.  If her nails are torn and her skin is rough, they will assume that she doesn’t 
care for the rest of her body.  On the other hand, nicely shaped nails and smooth, soft 
hands are ultra-feminine.

 Skin.  ALWAYS wear a moisturizer with sunscreen on your face, and avoid overexposure 
to the sun.  There are many artificial tanning products on the market if you feel that you 
have to have the bronzed look.  Too much sun exposure over time will prematurely age 
your skin and leave it looking leathery.

 A signature scent.  Avoid excessive perfumes.  With today’s 
scented shampoos, scented soaps, AND perfumes, you can 
come across smelling like a wilderness rather than a garden.  
Choose one scent and stick with it.  This will become your 
signature, and he will remember it.

What You Should Wear

There are two rules when thinking about what to wear:

DON’T be a slave to fashion.

DO be true to your own personal sense of style.

Always wear what’s right for you, not what is fashionable simply because it is the fashion.  NEVER 
assume that just because it is in the pages of Vogue, men will like it.  Time and time again, men 
have shown that they prefer simpler, more classic styles.  Your clothing should never eclipse you 
(unless you’re a fashion model!).

That being said, you need to recognize that different guys go for different types of girls.  If you 
dress preppy, goth, romantic, alternative, or sporty, you will attract different types of men.  Dress 
to express yourself, and you’ll find a guy who’s attracted to YOU.

Guys may like to look at girls in skimpy clothes, but that doesn’t mean that they will want to do 
more than look.  In fact, unless you have a model-perfect body, clothing that shows off too much 
flesh can be highly unappealing.
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Think about it this way: would a man rather see a woman naked or in lingerie?  The answer may 
surprise you.  Most men prefer to see women in lingerie rather than in the nude, because 
it preserves a sense of mystery and allows them to imagine what is beneath (as well as imagine 
tearing it off!).

When you’re deciding what to wear, show off one asset at a time.  This preserves your air of 
mystery and entices a man’s active imagination.  For example, show cleavage with a tight top, 
but match it with a long skirt or casual jeans.  If you’re wearing a mini, wear a soft sweater or a 
simple T-shirt.  You DON’T want to show cleavage, midriff, and legs up to your ass; that is just 
plain cheap, not sexy.

f you want to attract the sort of man who will be interested in you as a person, dress in a way 
that makes you feel comfortable, classy, AND sexy.

 Certain colors make you more appealing to men.  For example, choose 
warm, peachy colors over olives or dark colors.  Don’t be afraid to 
go bold with golden yellows or reds.  You will naturally look better in 
certain colors than others, but ultimately the colors you wear should 
reflect your personality and make you feel good about yourself.

 Clothing that enhances your femininity makes you more 
appealing than clothing that hides your shape.  Wear clothes 
that hug and flaunt your curves.  If you have curves in the 
wrong places, consult a fashion magazine to find the kinds of 
clothes that best suit your figure.

 Wear skirts!  I can’t emphasize this enough.  Although jeans and slacks have 
made a working woman’s life much easier, men still respond intuitively to a 
woman in a skirt.

 If there is a part of your body that you feel uncomfortable about, draw atten-
tion away from it.  For example, if you have generous thighs, wear a bold top to 
draw attention to your face.  Black is a great all-around color to minimize body 

parts that you aren’t happy with, but make sure that you pair something vibrant with a 
black outfit, such as a jewel-toned scarf with a black dress, to keep from looking dull.  
ALWAYS emphasize those assets you DO have, like great hair, cleavage, or luxurious 
lips.

 Invest in sensuous fabrics.  Men love to touch women, and the feel of fabric can be as 
sensual as the feel of skin itself.  Whether his hand is around your waist, touching your 
arm, or resting on your shoulder, make sure that he is enjoying the feel.  Tailored, silky 
blouses or synthetic, form-fitting tops will encourage him to put his arm around you 
and hold you tight.

 V-neck or halter tops that show off a bit of cleavage are much more attractive than 
plain-necked tops.  Avoid turtlenecks at all costs.  If you need to stay warm, wrap a soft 
scarf around your neck.  (Twirling the scarf can be visually enticing as well!)

 Dress from the inside out.  Invest in good-quality, sensual underwear and lingerie.  You’ll 
feel more confident knowing that you are wearing a skimpy black thong underneath, 
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and he’ll wonder what your secret is.

 A great bra will shape your body and show off your curves.  Companies like Gap Body 
and Victoria’s Secret produce beautifully-formed bras designed to give your breasts the 
perfect shape, whether you’re wearing a t-shirt or a blouse.

 Remember the scene in the movie Bridget Jones Diary, when Bridget wears body-
shaping undergarments and remembers to her horror that they’re formidable barriers 
to a romantic interlude?  ALWAYS dress for expectations.  If you know that you don’t 
want to sleep with your date, wear an outfit that says Look, but don’t touch.  If you 
hope to tear up the sheets, avoid corsets or complicated hooks and buttons.

 Wear shoes with a small heel.  Tennis shoes encourage you 
to slump, while heels force you to maintain good posture and 
show off your calf muscles to best advantage.  Avoid too high 
heels, however, as frequent use of overly high heels can be 
harmful, especially to your knees.

 Money matters.  I hate to say this, but the amount of money 
you spend on your appearance shows.  Most celebrities look 
as fantastic as they do because they spend enormous amounts 
of money on skin care products, couture clothing, personal 
trainers, and special diets.  Instead of buying five new shirts, 
save the money and spend it on one really, really nice top.  You’ll be amazed at how the 
right tailoring and fabrics can improve your appearance.  Similarly, cheap clothing can 
make the most beautiful figure appear boxy.

 Ultimately, no matter what you wear, let your confidence shine through.  Clothes are 
truly magic and can give you the confidence you need to ooze sexuality and allure men 
with ease.  Whatever you wear, feel powerful!

Be the Prize He Wants to Win

Although it is true that today, in terms of fashion, anything goes, certain traits 
are always attractive.

 Confidence

 Poise and posture

 Relaxation

 Friendliness and approachability

 Positive energy

 A smile

These qualities will actually IMPROVE your appearance.  When you smile, your eyes sparkle and 
men are drawn to the warmth and energy in your face.  When you hold yourself in a poised 
manner, your body will be shown to its best advantage.  Some women practice walking while 
balancing a bottle on their head to improve their posture.  Remember to walk with your hips 
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forward and your shoulders back, and put a little sway into it!  You can be completely ordinary, 
but with tons of confidence every guy will want to be with you.  I’ll tell you more about the 
amazing powers of confidence in the next chapter.

I hate to have to say this, but … although it may be tempting to “hang” with the guys, avoid 
burping, farting, or arm wrestling to show that you’re one of them.  Hollywood ladies such as 
Cameron Diaz and Drew Barrymore have made burping seem like a socially acceptable thing to 
do, but unless you’re a movie star, such behaviors will only encourage men to think of you as a 
friend rather than as someone to be attracted to.

As I mentioned before, guys do want their girlfriends to be attractive, as an attractive girlfriend 
will increase his status in his friends’ eyes.  If you respect and take pride in your appearance, he 
will want to be seen everywhere with you.

What to Do if You’re Overweight

Every time I run into Becky, she’s got a new boyfriend.  Her last boyfriend was a rock star, and 
he bought her a pair of $300 heels.  When the relationship ended, she wasn’t worried.  She had 
fun, still had those heels, and was ready for her next adventure.

Becky is almost seventy pounds overweight.  She has long, luxurious black curls, wears makeup 
with an artistic eye, and designs her outfits with scissors and a needle and thread.  She knows 
her own sex appeal, and men are drawn to her infectious energy.  There’s something about Becky 
that makes every man want to know what he’s missing.

There are many sexy guys out there who prefer women with curves.  In fact, two of the hottest 
guys I know told me that they actually find skinny girls unattractive!  As one guy put it, he’d 
rather date a woman with a body like an “earth mother,” all curves and cushion and folds of 
skin.

If you’re overweight, the biggest barrier to your sex appeal is not your weight.  
It’s low confidence!  Weight is sexy, as long as you’re aware of the power 
your body exerts over men.  Too many women try to hide their weight or use 
it as an excuse to slack on other aspects of their appearance.  You have to 
accept yourself and love your body—there’s no way around it.

There is a huge difference between being overweight and being inactive, 
though.  If you are inactive and eat a poor diet, you will have to change your 
habits before you can become irresistibly attractive to men.  A man wants to 
know that you care about your body and will be able to keep up with him in 
the bedroom and out!  If he wants to go out hiking or take a day trip to the 
mountains, you need to be fit enough to share those activities with him.

Love Your Body

I can’t emphasize enough how important it is that you enjoy and feel comfortable with your own 
body.  For men, a woman’s body is a playground.  Men are more interested in exploring your 
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body than in criticizing it!  (And any man who criticize your body isn’t worth your time.  My friend 
Evelyne knows that if a man says anything to her that she doesn’t like, she’ll just tell him to talk 
to her ass as she’s walking away.)

You should NEVER feel embarrassed or uncomfortable about revealing your body in all its imper-
fections.  Men can sense when a woman loves her own body, and they respond to it.

Here are some ways in which you can improve your own sense of the sexy creature that you 
are.

 Get a full body massage.  Notice how much pleasure your body can give you.

  Walk around nude.  Get used to how it feels to be clad in 
nothing but your own skin.  Feel the fresh air against your skin and 
enjoy the sight of your own body.

  Stop checking yourself in the mirror.  Many women, like men, 
are obsessed with looking in the mirror every five minutes to make 
sure that there is nothing in their teeth, that their hair is in place, 
and that their mascara isn’t running.  Every time you look in the 
mirror, you are making yourself self-conscious about your appear-
ance.  Use the mirror to get ready for a date, and after that let go 
and have fun!  Who cares if a hair is out of place?  A disheveled 
woman who is having a good time, without a care in the world, is much more attractive 
than a self-conscious woman who is afraid to let a hair get out of place.

 Let your fingers tell you how you look.  Men are tactile as well as visual creatures.  
When it comes down to it, how your body feels beneath their fingers is just as impor-
tant—if not more important!—than what it looks like.  Close your eyes and run your 
hands over your body.  Can you feel those imperfections?  Are there other qualities 
about your body that you can sense with touch but couldn’t see with your eyes?

 If you can’t find anything good about yourself, ask your friends for advice.  If 
you don’t have any friends whom you feel comfortable asking, get out there and make 
some!  Just keep these tips in mind: be open, nod, and ask questions.  The worst thing 
you can do is tell your friend that he or she is wrong about you.  Don’t reject what your 
friend says out of hand, or your friend won’t feel comfortable being honest with you 
in the future.

More Appearance Tips

Here are some suggestions that my female friends have discovered for 
making men’s heads swoon!

 Remember that scene from “Charlie’s Angels,” when Cameron Diaz’ 
character tosses her hair and stuns a waiter?  Well, it really works!  Perfect 
the hair toss, and you’ll have men’s eyes boggling.
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 Belly button rings are enormously sexy.  Don’t bare 
your belly and allow the world to see, however.  If 
you stay modest and allow your man to discover 
the belly button ring on your first night together, 
he’ll see a whole other side of you!

 If you want the illusion of more cleavage, dust a bit of blush between your breasts.

 Running is the best exercise for losing weight, but body sculpting is the best exercise for 
creating a figure that entices men!  Sign up at your local gym and learn what exercises 
will create curves.  For example, the incline bench press will increase your cleavage, 
while situps on an exercise ball will trim your waist.  Kicking exercises, like kickboxing, 
will tone your buttocks and inner thighs.

 Never leave home with flat, dull hair.  Apply a bit of gel or texturizing cream to wet hair 
in the morning, and your hair will have body and curls all day long.  (Just don’t add too 
much, or it will feel sticky.)

 Wearing your hair up can be very sexy, if it is done casually with a clip.  All night, the 
guy will wonder what your hair looks like down.  When you pull the clip out and let 
your hair fall to your shoulders, he’ll goggle!  Just remember that scene where a tightly-
coiffed librarian undoes her hair and turns from Ms. Prim to Ms. Vamp.

 Never underestimate a smile.  One very pretty girl that my friend Eve knew couldn’t 
understand why her much older, plumper friend got asked out more than her.  So she 
asked the next guy who hit on her friend.  He said, “Because she looked at me and 
smiled.”

Now that you know how to appear your best for that all-important first impression, I’m going to 
tell you the TWO secrets to getting any man.  They’re so simple that you’ll be amazed that more 
women haven’t mastered them!
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Chapter 4.  The Secrets to Attracting ANY Man
Now, let’s get into the good stuff.  There are two secrets to attracting any man, and the older 
you get the easier they are to pull off.  Seem too good to be true?  I assure you: it’s not!

The secrets are so simple because so few women achieve them successfully.  Let me tell you 
exactly what men want.  They want a woman who:

 Makes them feel like a real man.

 Makes them feel powerful.

 Makes them feel 100% accepted, no matter what stupid thing they may do.

 Completely trusts and has faith in them.

 Is a challenge.  In other words, a prize that they have to work to win—and keep on 
winning!

How can you manage to make a man feel all that?  The answer is simple!  Confidence and 
femininity.

 Confidence

Let me tell you how my friend Eve explains the power of confidence:

“Beauty isn’t everything.  Confidence is the most amazing thing a woman can 
have.  Men like powerful cars, and when they get a dog it is usually something 
big and powerful, so when they meet a woman who is powerful and knows 
it, they like it.  A powerful woman is one who knows she is beautiful, knows 
what she wants, and how she wants to be treated by a man.”

Eve has her pick of men, and you can, too, by becoming confident.

A confident woman is no pushover.  She doesn’t let men take advantage of her and has high 
standards.  She expects men to treat her like a lady, and if they don’t she walks away.  If men 
insult her or speak to her in a disrespectful way, she also walks away.  Men are always trying to 
test a woman, much like children test their parents, to see how much she’ll accept.  If you let 
him treat you badly for fear of losing him, he’ll lose respect for you.  Have your limits and keep 
them.

A confident woman is also a challenge to men.  She allows him to pursue her and doesn’t give 
in too quickly.  She’s independent, so a man can’t use her fear of being alone to play her along.  
She may decide to wait for a minimum of X dates before she sleeps with him.  Thus, when she 
chooses to be with a man, he will feel special and proud that he has achieved the “prize” of 
winning her.

For example, George had been a player for many years and was expert at manipulating the 
women in his life.  Then, he met an older woman who was financially and psychologically inde-
pendent.  She became everything he ever dreamed of, and they were eventually happily married.  
What got him hooked, George says, was her independence.
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So recognize your own power as a woman.  Listen to Eve: “We women sell ourselves short.  We 
deserve to get treated right.  Men want a woman who wants to be treated like a lady, so show 
them you are one and don’t accept anything less.”

 Femininity

A feminine woman brings out the “man” in her guy.  Despite her 
confidence, she allows him to see that hint of vulnerability that he 
wants to protect.  She emphasizes her female qualities that he finds so 
attractive: her curves, her softness in the right places, her intuition and 
spontaneity.

Developing these characteristics can be quite difficult, however.  The 
moment you think that you have confidence in yourself, your knees can 
turn to water at the sight of that gorgeous guy by the pool, and you 
can become a babbling mess.  It takes practice!  And there’s no better 
time than now to get started.

Confidence in Yourself

How can you develop confidence in yourself?  

 Have a life.  Be doing so many things that he has to schedule a date with you days in 
advance to be worthy of some of your precious time.  The more activities you participate 
in, the more conversation topics you will have.

 Volunteer.  Volunteering improves your self-esteem, gives you a sense of the big pic-
ture, and enables you to meet like-minded people.

 Have a few hobbies.  In addition to giving you something to share and talk about 
on your next date, improving your skills and accomplishing goals in your chosen hobby 
improves your self-esteem.

 Do something exciting, like bungee jumping, traveling, or belly 
dancing.  Guys love a girl with a bit of a wild side!  They also will 
admire your courage.

 Take risks.  Risk-taking builds confidence.  And, of course, some 
risks that you can take include flirting and approaching men!

 Look up and smile.  Meet his eyes and let your big grin say it 
all.

 Practicing meeting new people.  Networking is a great skill 
and gives you more chances to find that guy you’ve been looking 
for!

 Be Number One.  Remember that HE has to win you, not the other way around.  Don’t 
be grateful to him for taking you out or feel as if you have to pay him back for the 
favor.
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 Keep a positive outlook.  NEVER expect the worst from a 
dating situation, hold onto past hurts, or tell yourself that all 
men are jerks.  You often get exactly what you expect!

 Enjoy yourself.  Happiness is infectious.  If you are happy, 
the people who are with you will subconsciously think that 
they’re the reason you’re happy, and as a result they’ll find 
you more attractive.

 Have faith that if it is meant to be, it will happen.  And 
if it doesn’t happen, it wasn’t meant to be.

 Don’t compare yourself against ANYONE else, especially not his past girlfriends.

 Be yourself.  Even if the guy you’re with is nervous or shy, don’t let that stop you being 
natural, spontaneous, and fun.

 NEVER worry about whether what you’re doing is right or wrong or keep a run-
ning critique of yourself in your head (e.g., telling yourself, “That was stupid”).

 DON’T think that he couldn’t possibly like you because of something you are, did, 
or said.

 DON’T avoid disagreeing with him or saying anything he might not believe in just 
so that he’ll like you.

 DON’T wait until you receive some affirmation from him.  It is best to believe that 
he really likes you and is enjoying your company at every moment.  This will give 
you the confidence to really be the cool, witty, warm person you are.

Flaunt Your Femininity

Some women make the mistake of thinking that, to attract a guy, you have to meet a guy on his 
level.  They watch sports, wear track pants, roughhouse, curse, and do everything the guys do to 
get attention.  Guys LOVE women like that … as buddies.

Have you ever seen the movie Miss Congeniality?  It’s about a female FBI agent who hangs with 
the guys and is a 100% tomboy.  However, it isn’t until she undergoes a total makeover to star 
undercover in a beauty pageant that she attracts the guy of her dreams.

The movie is pure Hollywood, but it illustrates an important point.  Femininity matters.

Many women think that because they’re feminists, femininity is incompatible 
with their beliefs.  This isn’t true.  The French feminists exclaimed, “Vive la dif-
ference!”  They knew that women were different from men and encouraged 
us to embrace that difference.  You should be proud to be a woman—not 
ignore or erase those characteristics that distinguish you from men.  By dis-
playing your femininity, you show how much you value your own gender.
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And, quite simply, the biggest reason that men love women is because they’re women!  When 
a woman embraces her femininity by displaying the parts of her body that men don’t have, such 
as her curves, her cleavage, and her long hair, men find them highly attractive.

I’m not telling you that you have to become a Southern debutante and sashay in hoop skirts.  
You can play sports and be a tomboy and STILL be feminine.  How?

 Walk gracefully.  Dance lessons can teach you the kind of grace and poise that is ultra-
feminine.  If you are always in a hurry to get somewhere and walk quickly with your 
shoulders forward and head down, men won’t notice you.  They’ll assume—rightly—that 
you don’t have the time to notice them back.

 Show off your legs.  I’m not saying that you have to wear skirts every 
day, but men enjoy do watching women in skirts.  There are all sorts of 
skirts to suit every personality: sporty skirts, flowery skirts, hippy skirts, 
severe business-like skirts, vintage skirts.  Try wearing a skirt one day a 
week, and I promise you’ll see a difference!

 Display your curves.  As I mentioned in the chapter about appear-
ance, you should wear clothes that hug your curves—NOT clothes that 
hang on you or compress your body into unfamiliar shapes.  Although 
it may seem that current fashions favor stick-thin figures, curves are 
always in style.  Corsets even returned briefly to popularity to enhance 
women’s hourglass shape.  Embrace your figure no matter how much 
you weigh.  If J-Lo and Beyonce can shake their booty, you can, too!

 Modulate your voice.  A low, sexy voice is ultra feminine.  If you always talk a mile a 
minute, or have a high-pitched or harsh voice, try speaking more quietly and languidly.  
Your voice can be your sexiest attribute.

 Wear your hair down.  Men love loose, flowing hair that they can muss up with their 
hands.  There are even hair products available to give you “bedhead,” or the look that 
you have when you’ve just woken up after an active night with your guy.

Now that you’re certain that you’re the sexiest, most confident, and most feminine woman you 
can be, why are you still single?  Let’s start finding you some men!
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Chapter 5.  Play the Game
A man can’t find you irresistibly attractive if he can’t meet you or even catch your eye!  So get 
out of the house, out of the car, or out of the office, and start placing yourself in social situations 
where you can practice those flirting skills.

Understanding the Male Mind

Before you start playing the dating game, you need to know the following points:

 Men are just as afraid of rejection as you are.  As cocky as 
they may seem, they don’t have limitless confidence.  The act 
of bravado or egotism that annoys you so much may simply 
be their way of protecting themselves from your potential 
rejection.

 Men don’t know anything more about dating than you 
do.  As a result, they often get their dating advice from friends, 
who can pass along some pretty stupid misinformation.

 Men interact with men differently than they interact with women.  Some men 
don’t know how to treat women, so they treat them like they’d treat their male friends: 
banter, a punch on the arm, sexual innuendos.  As a result, they can come across as 
real idiots.

So what does this mean for you?

First of all, the most important thing that you should keep in mind is that men are just as afraid 
of rejection as you are.  They’ve been rejected in hurtful ways by so many women in the past 
that they are cautious about approaching a woman unless they’re absolutely sure that she wants 
them to.  Unfortunately, men are also clueless about reading female body language.  In 
fact, studies show that they miss most of the nonverbal signals that women send them.

Therefore, it is your job to make men feel comfortable approaching you.

How to Invite Men to Approach You

You know you’re approachable if you started getting stopped on the street by people asking 
directions.  Just like men, people who want to ask for directions seek out the most approachable 
person they see.  An approachable person exudes an air of friendliness; she is relaxed, walking 
with an easy pace, and is looking at her surroundings.  This makes it easy for a stranger to catch 
her eye.

If you practice the following tips, you’ll find that men will approach you much more easily.

 Frequently look up and smile.  A smile will immediately set any man at ease and make 
him certain that you are such a nice person that you won’t reject him straightaway.
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 Keep your body language open and inviting.  DON’T cross your 
arms, keep your back to everyone else, hold your body rigidly, frown, or 
keep your lips pressed tightly together.

 Take your time.  If you always walk quickly to get to your next 
destination, you may miss that guy who was checking you out on the 
corner.  The only way any man will be able to approach you is by literally 
running into you!  On the other hand, if you walk at a comfortable pace, 
you send the signal that you have time to spare for talking with a guy 
who wants to chat you up.

 Take a risk and meet that cute guy’s gaze.  One of the clearest 
signals you can send to a man that it is okay to approach you is if you 
catch his gaze, hold it for an instant longer than normal, smile, then 
look away.  If you wish, you may glance up a few minutes later to see if 
he is still looking at you.  Whatever you do, DON’T engage in a staring 
match.  Staring at someone can make you seem a bit creepy.

Eye contact is important.  One flirtatious thing you can do is catch his 
eye, hold eye contact briefly, then look away.  Thirty seconds later, you 
can glance back to see if he is looking at you.  Guys are notoriously 

indecisive when wondering if a woman is really interested in them, so sometimes it 
takes less subtletly than you’d prefer!  If he doesn’t get the hint, he truly is clueless.

 Keep your eyes open.  You will never know that a guy is noticing you unless you 
notice him too!  You need to be to be aware of the signals that guys are sending you.  
Too many women don’t think that they’re worth a second look by a guy, and as a result 
they stop noticing when guys are checking them out.

• DON’T keep your head down, walk staring at your feet, or sit at a table hunched 
over your drink.

• DO keep your head up, eyes open, and notice 
when someone is looking at you.

 Don’t bring the gang.  Although you may feel com-
fortable going out with a huge group of friends, you 
should be aware that those people are a huge deterrent 
to a guy.  It takes a lot of confidence to approach you, 
but to approach you when you’re in the middle of a 
group of friends?  The guys who have THAT kind of 
courage are often the kind you don’t want!  Create op-
portunities for a guy to talk to you personally by going 
out with only one or two of your best girlfriends, or by 
leaving your group to walk alone to the bar or to the 
bathroom.
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 Give him a chance.  Men can say stupid things when they’re trying to initiate a 
conversation.  Be forgiving and don’t dismiss a guy because of his lame opening line.  
Give him the chance to show you the best part of himself.  Warning: this may take a 
while!  Nerves make fools of everyone.  Say hello, be willing to chat, and don’t judge 
him right away.

Great Places to Meet Men

The best way to meet guys is simply by keeping your eyes open.  There are men everywhere: on 
the bus, at the store, at the concert, passing you on the sidewalk, maybe even drinking a coffee 
next to you right now!  It is your job to notice them and make them feel invited to come up and 
talk to you—unless you’re REALLY courageous and start the flirting first.

The best way to give men the confidence they need to approach you is by becoming a familiar 
face.  Develop a routine.  Go to the gym or coffee shop at the same time every day or couple of 
days.  Other people are creatures of habit, too.  If a guy sees that you both enjoy the same coffee 
shop or go to the same gym, you’ll automatically have something in common.  He may notice 
when you’re having conversations near him and listen for a mention of your name or some other 
details about you.  That way, when he works out the courage to talk to you, he’ll have something 
to say.  Just remember: if you catch someone’s eye, smile!

Other great ways to meet guys are as follows:

 Get a dog!  A dog is a great excuse for a guy to approach you, because he can use the 
pretext of being interested in your canine companion.  If you don’t have a dog, ask a 
friend or neighbor if they need a “dog-sitter” for a day.  Take the dog for a walk and 
revel in the number of people who smile at your pet or stop to pat him.

 If you take a bus to work, notice the people who 
ride the bus daily with you.  Public transportation systems 
are great places to have conversations with complete stran-
gers.  If there is an ultra-cute guy with an empty seat next 
to him, take it!

 Walk, don’t drive.  When you are in a car, it is almost 
impossible to meet anyone, unless you meet the eyes of the 
sexy guy in the car next to you at a stoplight.  That is why I 

always recommend walking to your destination, if possible.  Not only is walking great 
exercise, but it gives you the chance to bump into someone new.  

 Bookstores and places of worship are also great 
places to meet new people.  Bookstores have the 
perfect flirting props—books—while churches attract 
people who share similar beliefs and values.

 Any place where people come together in a 
common activity is ideal for meeting guys.  This 
includes clubs, organizations, classes, volunteering, 
seminars or lectures.  So take a class, join a sports 
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club, attend a weekend wine appreciation event.  You’ll enjoy the activity whether you 
meet someone new or not!

 Enlist your friends’ help.  Your friends know you and are in the perfect position to 
introduce you to a compatible guy.  Dating is a lot like getting a job: you’ve got to 
network.  The more people who know you’re looking for someone, the more likely 
you are to get introduced to someone who knows someone who wants to go out with 
you.

 Try a dating service.  Because of our busy world, few people have 
the time to hang around bars hoping to meet someone new.  That’s 
where dating aids like personals ads, dating services, and internet 
personals sites come in.

Don’t be ashamed to use them!  The use of such dating aids is so 
widespread that there is no longer the perception that a person plac-
ing a personals ad must be desperate.  For many men and women, 
personals sites are a great form of entertainment and certainly beat 
hanging out in bars.

 The advantage to these services is that you can weed out the people with whom you’re 
incompatible without wasting a lot of time or money.  If you chat or email each other 
beforehand, you may find yourself being a lot more open and communicative, because 
the threat of rejection is minimized when you haven’t yet met the person face to face.  
The disadvantage to these services is that they attract all types.  You must always be 
cautious to protect your personal safety when meeting someone for the first time.  
ALWAYS meet in a public place and NEVER go someone private with them (like their 
home) on the first date.  The other disadvantage is that people often use dating services 
to find multiple partners or for casual sex.  Make sure that your expectations are clear 
up front.

Meeting a man is just the beginning.  The best way to capture his interest is to flirt!  In the next 
chapter, I’ll show you how.
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Chapter 6.  The Art of Flirting
My cousin Janet is an amazing flirter.  She bats her eyelashes, gives a big warm sleepy smile, 
giggles, and charms everyone within viewing distance.  She gets everything she wants by simply 
pointing her hand or frowning.

Janet is five months old, but she already knows the key secrets of being a great flirt.

• Smile back to anyone who smiles at you.
• Be completely unselfconscious.  Who cares about that drool on your chin?
• Know that people will respond back.
• Know that a smile, giggle, or happy laugh will win over anyone.

Great flirts KNOW that they can win over most people.  Like babies, they see flirting as a natural 
expression of their personality.  Everyone wants people to like them better, and one great way to 
get people to like you is to flirt with them!

You may feel too shy or embarrassed to flirt.  Let me tell you right now that it is much easier than 
you think!  All flirting requires is that you:

 Play a role, and

 Enjoy the game!

Flirting Roles

When you were a kid, did you enjoy playing games like cowboys and Indians, cops and robbers, 
mommy and daddy, or doctor and patient?  These games required that you to take on a role and 
play a scenario through.

Flirting is exactly the same.  When you flirt, imagine that you are the most beautiful, feminine 
woman in the room.  When you see a man you like, go up to him with the intention of “asking 
him” to play the flirting game with you.

The worst mistake you can make is to interpret flirting as a declaration of interest in another 
person, a means to an end (getting a date), or a serious affair.  Flirting is fun, innocent, and as 
playful as you want to make it!  You can flirt with people that you have absolutely NO interest 
in, like the elderly cashier at the bank, the shy barrista at the coffee shop, or the studly lifeguard 
who always has a dozen women hanging off his arm.  Men love flirting, and it feeds their ego 
when a woman—any woman!—flirts with them, especially if she takes the initiative.

It may help to imagine that the woman who is doing the flirting isn’t you.  
She is your alter-ego, that gorgeous, sassy woman who lives inside you 
and always thinks of the perfect thing to say.  You may wish to think of a 
woman whose flirting style you admire: Audrey Hepburn, Jennifer Aniston, 
Angelina Jolie, whoever!  Now, be a kid again and take pleasure in playing 
up the part.  After you do this a few times, you’ll feel much more comfort-
able flirting and you won’t need to imagine that you are anyone else but 
the confident, winning self you are!
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If a man doesn’t respond to your flirtatious overtures, it means nothing more than the fact that 
he isn’t in the mood to play the game.  You have to be in the right mood to flirt, and if you’re 
preoccupied, worried about something, or tired, you may find yourself unable to respond even 
if the most gorgeous guy in the world drops a flirtatious remark your way.  So NEVER interpret a 
guy’s negative response to your flirting as lack of interest in you.  All it means is that he’s not up 
to playing the game with you at the moment!

How to Flirt

There are more ways of flirting that I can possibly cover here, but the list below should give you 
a great starting point.

 Give him an opening line.  Men think up lame opening lines because they believe 
the first words out of their mouths are the clinchers that will determine whether or not 
you’ll talk to them.  Help a guy out!  Wear an unusual accessory, carry a book with an 
intriguing title, or have something on your person that will suggest an opening line to 
him.  Men know—like you do!—that one of the best ways to break the ice is by asking 
someone a question, like where they got their shoes, what they’re drinking, et cetera.

 I have a friend who broke her ankle, and she never flirted as much in her life as she did 
during the week that she used crutches.  Men were falling over each other to help her 
out or ask her what she did to break it.  So never be embarrassed about having to wear 
a cast, a sling, or a brace.  These handy flirting props could very well get you your next 
date!

 Make an observational comment.  Another great 
way to initiate a conversation without setting yourself 
up for rejection is by making a comment about some-
thing in your environment.  For example, if you are 
waiting in a long line, you just might make a humor-
ous comment about the wait to the cute guy waiting 
in front of you.  If you are at a concert, you can feel 
comfortable saying, “Great band, huh?” to that sexy 
guy next to you.  If you’re really feeling uninspired, you 
can even mention to that guy with those dark, brood-
ing eyes sitting across from you on the bus, “Looks like 
it is going to rain today.”

 Observational comments do NOT require a response from the other person.  They are 
simply invitations to chat.  You may find that even though the person to whom you 
directed your comment does not respond, the plain-looking guy two seats away DOES 
respond.  By making an observational comment in a public place, you’ve indicated your 
friendliness and willingness to make small talk.  It is a great way to make friends, even 
if you don’t get a date out of it.

 Drop him an enthusiastic hello in passing.  Many women make the mistake of 
trying to appear so cool and indifferent that they ignore a guy they really like.  Or, if he 
says hello to her, she may mumble a shy hello that he can’t even hear back.  Guys need 

“Do you surf?”
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feedback about whether a girl is interested in them or not, and the warmth of your 
greeting will tell him a lot!  Always say hello in a way that communicates your pleasure 
in seeing the other person, and accompany it with a smile.

• DID YOU KNOW … that saying hello can be one of the best ways to flirt?  If you 
see a guy that you’re interested in knowing better, walk past him, catch his eye, 
and give him a friendly hello.  Then keep on walking by.  You have lost nothing 
if he doesn’t respond, but if he IS interested in you, it will be up to him to make 
the next move.  And guys love thinking that they made the first move, even if you 
gave them a strategic nudge.

 Ask for help.  One of the best all-time tried-and-true flirting methods is to ask for help.  
You may know the way to the library, but stop that cute guy and ask him.  Drop by the 
hardware store and ask that hunky guy browsing in the power tools section if he’ll help 
you choose a hedge trimmer.  Ask the guy in the video store for his advice on which film 
you should rent.  EVERYONE loves to be asked for advice, but men respond especially 
warmly to this tactic.

• DID YOU KNOW … that men will feel more of a bond to you if they help you 
than if you help them?  It is true!  Asking a man for help will give you much 
greater success than offering a man help.  So don’t feel embarrassed about ask-
ing for help to reach that box on the top shelf.  You may just find yourself giving 
out your phone number next!

 Compliment him.  You may have noticed how great that 
guy styled his hair, or was impressed by his washed and 
waxed sportscar, or noticed that he got a top mark in 
history class.  All guys like their efforts or achievements 
to be noticed.  So drop a casual compliment in passing.  
Your comment will actually make you MORE attractive in 
his eyes, because people respond much more warmly to 
individuals who compliment them.

•  A Warning Note about Compliments.  Compliments 
can easily be overdone and turn into insincere flattery, so 
never compliment him unless you feel completely genu-
ine.  NEVER gush, go over the top, or compliment him 
around a group of friends or in a public place where he 
might feel embarrassed.  ALWAYS make your compliment 
brief, to the point, sincere and direct.

 Shake his hand.  Although handshaking is too formal for many situations (such as 
meeting in a bar), you should offer to shake a man’s hand in any situation where it 
seems appropriate.  Shaking his hand will establish an immediately personal, tactile 
contact, and can be very sensual.  Men will often think that a woman who touches 
them (on the arm, on the shoulder, on the knee, etc.) is coming onto them, but a 
handshake is immediately professional.  He will enjoy the feel of your skin and respect 
you at the same time.

“I liked your comments tonight.”
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 Repeat his name.  Nothing shows that a person cares about you more than the fact 
that they’ve bothered to remember your name.  If you repeat his name in conversa-
tion—i.e., “Sometimes, John, I think that…”—he will immediately feel warmly towards 
you.

• Help Him Out.  Sometimes a guy will really like you but be too embarrassed to 
admit that he didn’t catch your name.  If you think that he might have missed 
yours, help him out!  Tell him an anecdote in which you repeat what someone 
said to you.  For example: “I was talking with my friend the other day, and 
she told me, ‘Sarah, you’ve just got to live and learn.’”

 Repeat what he just told you.  If you’re having a conversation with someone you’re 
interested in, make a mental note of what he says.  Then, in a few minutes or the next 
time you see him, refer back to it.  That shows that you are listening and care about 
what he has to say.  He’ll feel special and more interested in you as a result.

 Let him tell you a story.  Everyone has certain stories that they love to tell over and 
over again.  They feel confident telling the story and know that they will get a good 
response.  So let him tell you his stories!  Give him the opening he needs by asking 
him about that interesting scar on his arm, that unusual watch he’s wearing, or that 
mention he made of a fascinating experience he’d had.

 Tease him gently.  Humor is the best form of flirting.  Sharing a standing joke will 
make him feel pleasant each time he sees you.

 Look for points in common.  Maybe you both like the same restaurant; maybe you 
both know the same person; maybe you both enjoy golfing.  Always try to establish 
something that you have in common right from the onset.  People tend to prefer part-
ners who are similar to them in some way.

 If he asks personal questions, don’t answer them all.  Men often feel as if they’re 
expected to guide the conversation, so if you keep him on his toes, he’ll be more 
intrigued!

 Be informed.  Nothing is more attractive than 
a woman who keeps up on the news and current 
events.  The more you keep up to date on what is 
happening in the world or in your community, the 
latest movies or books, etc., the more you’ll have to 
talk about, and the more you will be able to capture 
his attention as a conversation partner.

 Look at him while he’s talking, but when you’re 
talking look elsewhere.  Many men and women 
forget the Number One rule of eye contact: direct eye contact is aggressive.  An intense 
stare will make your conversation partner feel uncomfortable or, at worse, threatened.  
So make eye contact while he’s talking to show that you’re interested in what he is 
saying.  When you are talking, however, glance away.  You may want to look in the 
distance just beyond him, or at your glass, or at a window.  Your gaze can flick back to 
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him for brief moments, but the idea is that you give him the chance to look at you.  He’ll 
appreciate having “permission” to check you out!

 Always be relaxed and accepting.  Making him feel like he can express himself 
without fear of your rejection if he says something stupid is an enormous first step.  
However, that doesn’t mean that you should accept it if he says anything offensive, 
such as an inappropriate sexual innuendo.  If he does, show by your body language 
that you don’t approve.  Turn away, stop listening to him, or excuse yourself.  Let your 
disapproval only be temporary, though.  Chances are he will sense that he has done 
something wrong and will try to make amends.

 Play with a prop.  When you play with your hair, adjust a 
scarf, smooth out an article of clothing, retouch your lipstick, or 
twirl your glass, a man’s attention will be drawn to your body.  
These nonverbal gestures will seem to him like a performance 
for his benefit.  Too, it will make you feel less nervous, as you 
can focus your attention briefly on your prop.

 • Don’t Confuse This with Fidgeting!  Playing with a prop 
should serve to highlight your fingers, the sensual way you 
touch something, and make you more visually interesting.  (It is always more interest-
ing to watch someone doing something rather than to watch them patiently sitting.)  
It should NOT serve as a nervous gesture.  Never twiddle your thumbs, make jerky 
movements, or drum your fingers impatiently.

 Dress for success.  If you dress in a sexy outfit, he will often think that it is for his 
benefit, even if you just did it to make yourself feel good.

 NEVER come on with 100% intensity.  When you are flirting, you should only give 
him the pleasure of your full interest and winning personality for a few minutes.  Then, 
back off and allow him to decide whether or not he wants to pursue the flirtatious 
encounter.  If he continues the interaction, respond with half to two-thirds your original 
intensity.  This will send him a signal that it is up to him to pursue you now.

 Lower your voice.  Dropping the tone of your voice until it is warm and intimate will 
automatically send out sexy vibes.  If you lower your tone, he will have to lean in closer 
to hear what you are saying, and he’ll find your proximity intoxicating.  If you really 
want this guy and think he needs just one more nudge to invite you out, lean over to 
whisper in his ear.  Your breath so close to his skin will send his heart racing.

 Be mysterious.  Guys love a challenge, and if you leave him some mysteries to discover, 
he won’t be able to stop thinking about you.  So leave something to his imagination.  
Drop a comment about something that intrigues him, then leave it dangling.  As my 
friend Eve says, “Men need to be kept curious.  They like puzzles.”

Flirting Don’ts

 DON’T flirt heavily if you don’t mean it.  It is just as unfair for you to lead a guy on 
as it is for him to lead you on.
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 DON’T walk with your headphones on, blasting music.  No guy 
will interrupt you when he can’t be heard.

 DON’T talk on your cell phone everywhere you go.  Again, 
when you are talking on your cell phone, men will assume that you 
are unavailable to flirt.

 DON’T assume that you won’t meet anybody interesting 
today.  Even if you’re just popping out to the store, you can bump 
straight into the guy of your dreams … so don’t get caught slouch-
ing in sweat pants with your hair thrown into a hasty ponytail!

 DON’T dress for failure.  How you look will determine how people react to you; it is 
inescapable.  Fifty years ago, women used to never leave the house unless they were 
immaculate in hat and gloves.  I am not saying that you need to go out in full “war 
paint” every time, but it makes sense to always leave the house feeling good about 
your appearance.  Nothing deters flirting more than realizing that your appearance is 
at its worst!

 DON’T drink to get up your confidence.  Alcohol never helps a situation.  Many 
women, like men, believe that a few drinks will loosen them up and give them more 
success with the opposite sex.  A drink may indeed help you loosen up, but too many 
drinks can also impair your judgment, give you “beer goggles,” make you say stupid 
things, and cause you to lose your coordination and poise.  You should be a self-confi-
dent, possessed, classy lady WITHOUT the help of alcohol.

 If you’re interested in him, looking for a boyfriend, or seeking your soulmate, 
DON’T tell him.  Flirting isn’t about getting the guy of your dreams.  It’s about enjoying 
the interaction and attention of the opposite sex.

How to Take the Initiative

Whereas men can put the moves on a woman and be seen as a stud, a woman who puts the 
moves on a man can be perceived in a negative way.  There is a fine line between being available 
and being “too” aggressive.

It is usually best if you can make the man feel as if he was the one responsible for 
approaching you.  In the flirting suggestions above, I recommend that you try saying hello, 
asking him for help, asking him a question, or making a comment about something, then back 
off completely and leave it to him to make your comment or request into a conversation or not.  
What you want to accomplish is simply to show that you are approachable … then leave the rest 
up to him.

It is a tricky question as to whether or not you should take the initiative in asking a man on a date 
or for his phone number.  I believe that flirting is one place where you should play the gender role 
game.  Although you can give a man every opportunity to ask you out, if he doesn’t ask you out 
himself, he’s not shy—he’s just not that into you.  It is very important for a man to feel as if he’s 
taking the active role in a relationship and doing the pursuing.  Sorry, girls.  Yes, this means that 
you should not pursue that hunk at the coffee shop!  You should most certainly make yourself 
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available, but he will find you much more interesting if he has to do the work of winning you 
over.

If, on the other hand, the situation is desperate—and we all know that men can be oblivious to 
a woman’s efforts to attract his attention—you may wish to talk with his friends.  Just mention 
that you’d like to get to know him better because you find him attractive.  Leave it to them to 
pass on the message.

The Danger of Playing Hard to Get

“Play hard to get” is common advice given to women who 
want to attract men.  However, if you play too hard to get you 
can often seem like an ice queen, someone that men won’t 
even try to ask out!

The thinking behind playing hard to get is this: men don’t 
want a woman that seems easy.  If he works hard to win 
her interest and affection, he feels as if he’s won a valuable 
prize that few men get the privilege of winning.

It takes some time to get used to the idea that he will actually be happier working for your 
attention than he would if you said yes to everything he proposed.  My friend Beth says that she 
finally understood this concept when she thought about the time she used to dream about the 
gorgeous guy who sat in front of her during her drawing class.  Because she thought that he 
was unavailable to her, she couldn’t get the guy out of her head.  On the other hand, there was 
another guy in the class who really liked her.  He kept dropping by her seat to compliment her 
on her drawing or offer her a brush.  Beth found that she started acting rather cruel to him to 
discourage him.  No matter how mean she was to him, he always left with a smile plastered to 
his face.  What a sucker for punishment, she thought.  No one would ever want to go out 
with that guy.

Liking someone should NOT turn you into a puppydog.  Men 
can sense when a woman has laid a snare for them from a mile 
away.  Desperation is the biggest turnoff there is—for women and 
men.  Remember that your life will go on whether or not you get a 
date.  Emphasize your independence, exclusiveness, and class.  He 
may very well find you enormously interesting and want to know 
more.

Here are some ways to play “hard to get” without making him feel that it is impossible to get 
to know you.

 Put him through tests to make sure that he is worthy of your time and effort.  You don’t 
want to lower your standards simply because the guy is so good looking.  For example, 
ask him questions about whether his values match yours.  Make him wait for you briefly 
and see if he is impatient on your return.  Ask him to help you with something that 
may inconvenience him, and see if he does it considerately.  If he fails at any test that 
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you think is important, break it off.  You don’t have the time to waste on guys who are 
below your standards.

 Keep something back; appear mysterious.  You don’t have to share everything about 
your life.  Intrigue him by dropping hints about exciting things you’ve done, then brush 
off his inquiries with, “I’ll tell you another time.”

 NEVER wait by the phone for him to call.  If he wants to get hold of you, he’ll call 
back.

 Go out with your girlfriends one night a week.  Enjoy all the female pleasures that you’d 
never share with him, like drinking cosmos, painting toenails, and dissecting everyone’s 
relationship.  Having your own space will make him feel as if there are exciting parts of 
your life that he isn’t privy to, and that will make him more possessive of the parts of 
your life that you share with him.

 When you start flirting, make sure he knows that he has to ask you out well in advance.  
You’re a busy lady; your schedule fills up fast.  I suggest telling him that you need at 
least two nights notice.  If he hasn’t called you by then, make other plans and DON’T 
break them … even if he calls.  He’ll soon get the message that you’re an important lady 
and that he has to make an effort.

 Never explain your whereabouts.  If you have another appointment or date, just tell him 
that you’ll be unavailable.  AVOID the temptation to give him an explanation.  This is 
very hard, but it will preserve an air of mystery.  He’d actually prefer to be wondering 
what you’re doing.

 NEVER bombard him with telephone calls.  If he calls you and leaves a message, call 
him back ONCE and wait for him to respond.  Your first few phone calls should be short 
and to the point.  Don’t spend ages telling him about your life as if he were one of your 
best girlfriends.  Men tend to use the telephone to convey information, not to chat.  If 
you want to share something important with him, do so in person.  By limiting your 
telephone conversations to the absolute minimum, you’ll give him a special gift: that of 
looking forward to seeing you again.

Even the best flirts get rejected.  And I’m not just talking about once.  If you are taking the risk 
to flirt with gorgeous men, you’re going to encounter men who just won’t respond no matter 
what you do.  In the next chapter, I’ll show you ways to deal with rejection.
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Chapter 7.  How to Deal with Rejection
There is not a single woman or man out there who has made it through life without being 
rejected.  You may envy that girl who seems content and happy and always seems to have a 
boyfriend.  Underneath, she may have been rejected many times.  Her secret—and the secret 
that I’m about to share with you—is that she doesn’t take rejection personally.

Making yourself attractive and available to men means that you’ll be giving men a chance to ask 
you out or turn you down.  Probability states that you’ll get turned down 50% of the time.  But 
guess what?  If you never take the risk of making yourself available, you may never get asked 
out.  A 50% success rate beats a 0% success rate every time!

Men deal with rejection all the time.  In today’s world where the 
genders are equal, it is only right that women accept part of the 
burden of rejection.  The fear of getting hurt is never an excuse 
to avoid dating—otherwise, no one would date!

So don’t accept ANY excuses.  You’re NOT too old.  You’re 
NOT too overweight.  You’re NOT too plain.  You’re not TOO 
anything.  You’re perfect just as you are, and there are guys out 
there who will find you immensely attractive if you just get out 
there and let them meet you!

Why a Guy May Not Be THAT Into You

Are you attracted to every guy out there?  Probably not.  We all find some guys too short, too tall, 
too skinny, or too heavy to be attractive.  Or, they may be good-looking guys, but not our type.  
Of the guys you pass on the street every day, how many do you find attractive?  Five percent?  
Twenty-five percent?  One percent?

Guys are just the same as we are.  Some girls they find attractive.  Others, they don’t.  
It is simply a matter of personal chemistry.

You can’t choose to have chemistry with someone.  Often, the 
reason that you find one person attractive and another unattrac-
tive is purely random.  Can you explain why you like one guy better 
than another, while your female friend thinks that the second guy 
is much hotter than the first?  We all have different tastes, and 
that is great!  It means that no matter what you look like, there 
will be someone out there who’ll be irresistibly attracted to you.

As a result, NEVER blame yourself or a guy for the fact that you don’t have chemistry.  That’s just 
how it is.  It is nothing personal.  He may like you a lot and think you’re great but just not feel 
that physical attraction—or you may like him a lot and think he is great but don’t feel physically 
attracted to him.

“But he’ll never like me!”
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If you’ve done everything you could to attract a guy—you’ve played up your feminine 
side, shown your confidence, made yourself available, flirted, and given him one hundred and 
one chances to ask you out—and he STILL doesn’t respond, chances are that for him the 
chemistry just isn’t there.

Let me emphasize that this does not mean that you’re not an irresistible, divine, gorgeous god-
dess!  All it means is that the random makeup of molecules in the universe didn’t coincide in 
making you two compatible.

According to Greg Behrendt, consultant to Sex and the City, if a guy isn’t calling you, wanting 
to ask you out, wanting to sleep with you, or wanting to commit to you, he’s just not that into 
you.  And what does that mean?  Does it mean that you should try to change his mind?  Not 
according to Greg.  You should move on.  You deserve a guy who is into you as much as you are 
into him!

It may hurt to realize that someone you really like just isn’t into you in the same way.  You may 
want to read Greg’s book yourself if you’re having trouble understanding that concept.  It is 
called (quite refreshingly and honestly) He’s Just Not That Into You (Simon & Schuster, 2004).

Aside from accepting his lack of response and moving on, there is one thing you can actually 
do to deal with rejection, keep up your confidence, and erase any negative thoughts from your 
mind!

 Explain his rejection using “creative interpretation.”

In other words, make it his problem, not yours.  If he brushed you off at the bar, tell yourself 
that he had a bad day at work, was just fired, or isn’t the sort of person you’d want to get to 
know anyway.  If he can’t seem to see those sultry signals you’ve been shooting across the 
room for ages, tell yourself that he’s nearly blind, too occupied with himself to pay attention, or 
has a girlfriend already.

It doesn’t matter how you explain your rejection to yourself, as long as you make yourself certain 
that the rejection had nothing to do with you.  You may conclude by telling yourself that you just 
gave that guy a compliment by making the moves, and that your interest probably made him feel 
better about himself.  Once you’ve made up an explanation that satisfies you, move on!

This technique is a great confidence builder, because it enables you to cruise through the dating 
scene picking up success after success while ignoring those occasions where you were unable 
to attract a man’s interest.  You have to go through lots of “mistakes” before you make it big.  
Thomas Edison had over a million patents for things that never took off, but the handful of 
inventions that did succeed—such as the light bulb—changed the world forever.  The secret of 
successful people is that they don’t take “mistakes” personally.  Instead, they learn from them.  
You can, too.

How to Move On

If you’ve been in love with a guy for ages, and after giving him opportunity after opportunity to 
ask you out, he hasn’t done as much as look in your direction, you need to move on.
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Being able to move on is essential to becoming irresistible to men.  First, it allows you to 
let go of the hurtful feelings of rejection and remember again what a great gal you are.  Second, 
it opens up a whole world of opportunities, because as you were mooning over Guy #1 you were 
completely oblivious to Guy #2, who really wanted to ask you on a date but couldn’t because 
you were emotionally unavailable!  Finally, the process of moving on with your life will make you 
much, much more attractive to men.  Don’t believe me?

Women who are actively pursuing what they want to do 
are vibrant, alive, and enjoying life.  They don’t worry 
about whether or not making a date for Saturday night 
will interfere with a potential call by him.  They are hav-
ing so much fun that the guy who didn’t ask them out 
will start to wonder what he missed.

It is a funny concept, but have you ever noticed how 
much more attractive you seem to be once you stop car-
ing about whether a guy likes you?

I have a friend Carey who was in love with one of her co-workers, Peter, for ages.  She used to sit 
next to him in their cafeteria at lunch breaks.  Every time there was a company party, she’d dress 
in her best little black dress and hope that he would notice her.  Finally, she realized that nothing 
was going to happen.  She moved on and started dating other men.  Her confidence came 
back to her, and she realized how much she’d missed by hanging around for Peter.  Her flirting 
skills soared, and she was never alone at company parties.  You can imagine how completely 
flabbergasted she was when one day Peter came over to her and began talking.  He asked her 
out on a date … and, much to her surprise, she even paused to think about whether or not she 
wanted to accept!

Carey learned that moving on was the best thing that she could do to become irresistible to 
men.

If you are having difficulties moving on after a breakup or a rejection, you may wish to try one 
of the following ideas:

 Write a goodbye letter to him in which you say everything you needed and wanted to 
say, then destroy it.

 Take all the souvenirs that you have of him—pictures, ticket stubs, small gifts, etc.—and 
put it in a bag.  Dig a hole, bury the bag, and have a “funeral” to lay your feelings to 
rest.

 Get a new hairdo, a new outfit, or a new look.  Tell yourself that the person who was 
attached to him was the Old You.  The New You is completely irresistible to all sorts of 
men, and you’re going to take your pick!

 Talk to a close friend, family member, pastor, or counselor.

 Write down all the reasons he was wrong for you.  Then, on a separate sheet of paper, 
write down all the reasons you deserve someone who is 100% into you (committed, 
faithful, eager, etc.).  Pin up the second list on your wall and reread it on occasion.
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 Ask a close male friend for a platonic date so that you can test the dating waters 
again.

 Get outside, immerse yourself in the natural world, do something active, and sweat it 
out.

 Make a promise to yourself not to revisit the scene of old times, listen to “your” songs, 
or wear outfits that remind you of times you spent together.

 DO NOT feel resentful, hurt, vengeful, or generalize his behavior to all males.  He may 
have been an insensitive bastard, but not all men are insensitive bastards.  This attitude 
will only hurt your chances of finding the perfect guy in the long run.

This is an extremely important lesson, because so many great women waste their lives pining 
away after guys who aren’t right for them.  Your ability to move on quickly after heartbreak 
makes you MORE attractive to men, because they won’t see you moping around.  Rather, 
they’ll see you out there having a good time, and they’ll want to be part of the fun!
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Chapter 8.  First Date Dos and Don’ts
He’s finally asked you out, and you’re ecstatic!  Now, the hard part comes: the first date.

My friend Carol has been on more first dates than she can remember.  She says that she loves 
being single, because dating is too much fun to give up!  When I asked her secret, she told me 
that she treats first dates like the chance to make a new friend.  She doesn’t go into the date with 
any expectations whatsoever.  If she and her date click, they make a second date.  If they don’t, 
she doesn’t feel badly.  At least she was able to learn a lot about someone that she wouldn’t have 
met otherwise (and, as she puts it, “get a new insight into human behavior!”).

So get ready for that first date with a positive attitude!  Al-
though a date is a more serious affair than flirting, remember 
that your ONLY goal is to see if you and your date are compat-
ible enough to continue seeing one another.  Dates are not 
competitions where each person vies to impress the other.  By 
all means let him know that you’re an accomplished, interest-
ing person, but focus on how the two of you interact together 
RATHER than boasting about the great catch you are.

Neither of you should have any expectations about how the 
night will end.  Everyone moves at a different speed, so you 
should never assume that the date was a failure because you 
didn’t kiss when you said goodbye.  Similarly, you shouldn’t 
feel pressured to sleep together after just one night out.  By 
keeping an open mind, you can take advantage of spontane-
ous moments as they occur and only move as fast as you feel 
comfortable.

First Date Dos and Don’ts

 DO let him make all the plans for the first date.  If he asks you whether you prefer 
Chinese or Italian, tell him your preference.  But if he asks you which is your favorite 
restaurant, go mum and tell him that wherever he picks will be fine with you.

 Why?  First of all, the plans he makes for the first date will tell you A LOT about his 
personality and his degree of interest in you.  If he has everything planned down to the 
music playing in the car on the ride, you know that he is very, very interested in impress-
ing you.  Second, he will feel responsible and trusted simply by knowing that you are 
willing to put the arrangements in his hands.  This will make him feel more “manly.”  
Last, you’re a busy, important woman!  You don’t have time to plan dates.  If he wants 
you, he will have to work for you.

 DO wear something comfortable, feminine, and classy that makes you feel like a million 
bucks.  If what you wear makes you feel uncomfortable because it is too tight, too 
revealing, or too “not you,” DON’T wear it!
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 DO stay safe.  Your first date should be in a public place, and you may wish to come in 
separate cars to ensure that if anything goes wrong you are not stranded.  Trust your 
instincts.  If anything tells you that something is funny about your date, don’t hesitate 
to take a taxi home, and never go home with someone on the first date unless you’re 
absolutely certain of your own safety.

o  Tip.  You may wish to have a friend call you on your cellphone halfway through 
the date.  Agree beforehand on a code to tell your friend if things are going well.  
If you are feeling uncomfortable or simply want to end the date, hang up and 
tell your date that an emergency has come up, and you need to leave.  Don’t 
explain.

 DO spend some time thinking of conversation topics for 
those moments in which the conversation goes dead.  Flip 
through a trivia book beforehand, or read the newspaper.  
If you already know something about him, such as his oc-
cupation or interests, do some quick research so that you 
know enough about what he does to ask some informed 
questions, but not so much that he realizes you did some 
researching.

 DO relax and enjoy yourself.  When a woman is enjoying 
herself, a man will feel proud that he’s set the right condi-
tions in place for a wonderful evening.

 DO keep your conversation light, funny, enjoyable, and interesting.  First dates are not 
the time to discuss politics, religion, views on marriage, or past relationships.  Serious 
conversations can wait until later in the relationship, when you both have decided that 
you want to get to know one another better.  For the first date, you may enjoy discuss-
ing your hobbies, favorite movies or bands, achievements of which you are particularly 
proud, or adventurous experiences you’ve had.

 DO see how he responds to some light teasing or banter.  Banter is a familiar form of 
communication for men; men often swap lightening-fast one-liners with each other 
with the kind of verbal edge that you wish they’d apply to winning you.

 If you are on a dinner date, DO eat 
something simple that does not have 
any strong flavors.  Avoid anything 
that you might spill or that takes a 
lot of effort to eat, like lobster.  Avoid 
garlic or any food that might give you 
dragon breath.  You may even wish 
to bring a small toothbrush in your 
purse, so that you can escape to the 
bathroom to freshen up before leav-
ing the restaurant.
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 If you’ve decided that you want to pursue a relationship with him, DO give him the 
opportunity to kiss you.  All you have to do is take advantage of a natural break in 
the conversation, where both of you are standing or sitting in close proximity to one 
another.  Look down at his mouth, then up at his eyes, then let your glance flick down 
to his mouth again and stay there.  He should get the hint.

 DON’T be afraid of silences.  One friend of mine, after a particularly long silence in 
which her date was becoming visibly uncomfortable, remarked brightly, “My, isn’t this 
an awkward silence!”  Startled, her date started laughing.  Humor defused the situation 
and made them both much more comfortable with one another.

 DON’T share negative experiences.  If you are a positive person who only speaks well 
of experiences and people, your date will feel more positive towards you than if you 
speak negatively or critically.  You may have had a difficult childhood, an abusive past 
relationship, or even a bad hair day, but your date doesn’t want to know about it.  
Remember: there are things to share on a first date, and there are things to share once 
you’re dating seriously.

 DON’T talk about past relationships.  If you tell him about relationships in your past, 
he’ll immediately form an opinion about you based on that information, and it will be 
hard to change his mind later (if there is a later).  Even as you get to know him better, 
you should censor what you say about your previous relationships.  Never compare him 
to the other guys you’ve had … especially in the bedroom.

 If he talks about past relationships, change the subject.  You’re not on a date to hear 
about the previous women in his life; you’re on the date to see if YOU are compatible.  
For example, I make a habit of NEVER looking at pictures of my current boyfriend with 
any of his ex-girlfriends.  You don’t want to have an image in your head to torture 
yourself by comparing yourself to her.  If he asks about your past relationships, tell him 
simply, “Let’s not talk about exes,” and change the topic.

 DON’T monopolize the conversation.  If you realize that you’re putting in all the effort, 
ask your date a question!  Questions are the glue that holds a first-date conversation 
together.  For example, if you’ve just told your date about an achievement that you’re 
particularly proud of, you may finish your story by asking him, “What’s your most im-
portant accomplishment?”

 DON’T start imagining what your kids will look like.  A 
first date is a testing ground to see if the two of you are 
compatible; it isn’t a guarantee that the two of you will 
become a couple.  If you really like your date, let him 
know, but stay in the moment.  Avoid thinking about 
whether there is going to be a second date, or a third.  
Instead, enjoy where you are fully.  If he asks you out 
for a second date, great!  If not, you just weren’t meant 
to be.
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I can’t impress upon you enough the importance of having an attitude of, “Whatever happens, 
happens.”  You may think that he is the perfect guy for you at first glance, but you only see a 
fraction of the complete person on the first date.  I’ve been on first dates with real charmers who 
set the stage for a dream date, only to find out later that they were jerks in disguise.  You just 
don’t know.

Reasons a Guy Will Want to See You Again

Contrary to expectations, a guy isn’t going to want to see you again simply because you’re the 
smartest girl he’s ever met, the most perfectly groomed, or the most eloquently spoken.  He’s 
going to want to see you again if he’s had fun with you!  So don’t feel as if you’ve blown it 
because you spilled your drink on your blouse.  The only thing that can ruin an evening is your 
bad mood!  Use humor to turn embarrassing situations to your advantage, and he’ll see that you 
don’t take yourself too seriously—and that’s sexy.

He also may want to see you again if he thinks you’ll be good in bed.  This is because, for men, 
dating isn’t just a means of getting a girlfriend.  It is also a means of getting sex, and sex is good 
with or without a relationship.

You should always decide before a date just how far you’re will-
ing to go, and stick to it.  Some women make it a policy to never 
sleep with a man on the first date; others do if the chemistry is 
right.  It is really just up to your personal preference and comfort 
level.  There is NO evidence that sleeping together on your first 
date will damage your potential for a long-term relationship.  If 
you do decide that you want to wait, stick to your guns.  You 
should NEVER feel pressured into having sex just because the guy 
expects it or because you’re worried about losing him.  If a guy 
is really into you, he’ll wait.  Just don’t expect him to wait too 
long.  

Just as emotional intimacy is important to women, physical intimacy is important to men.  If you 
believe in celibacy until marriage, he needs to know.  (This is a topic for the second or third date, 
though, not the first!)  Otherwise, he may feel that you’ve been leading him on.

More First Date Tips

DO learn how to reject him lightly.  If he’s nice but just not your cup of tea, let him down easily.  
Tell him you had a great time, but that you’re just not right for one another.  He’ll appreciate 
your honesty.

Many guys are so afraid of hurting your feelings that they won’t tell you even if they have already 
decided they won’t see you again.  They’ll tell you that they’ll catch up with you in a week or two, 
and they’ll never call.  They’re not being deceitful.  It’s just easier for them to promise to see you 
again so that they don’t have to face your feelings.  If you don’t hear from a guy after the first 
date, assume that he’s decided he’s just not that into you.  Because I can promise that if a guy is 
into you, he’ll go to any lengths to keep you in his sights.
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However, there are some cases in which a guy isn’t sure how you feel about him.  He may be 
hesitant to call you for another date, because he doesn’t know if you want to see him again.  
Guys hate rejection as much as women, so ALWAYS let him know how you feel about him at the 
end of a first date.  Make it simple and don’t gush.  A comment like, “You’re cool; I’d like to see 
you again,” will make your feelings clear.  Avoid comments like, “I feel like you’re my soulmate 
after tonight.”

Now that you know how to handle your first date, you’re ready to seduce your man!  I’ll tell you 
how in the next chapter.
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Chapter 9.  Seduction Techniques
You’ve had an amazing first date, a spectacular second date, and an unforgettable third date.  
Now, you are wondering where things will go from here.  Is he ready to make the next move?  
Are you?

If you are thinking that tonight might be the night, here are 
some ideas on how to prepare.

Getting Ready for the Big Night

 Have a bubble bath to get you into the mood.  Drink 
a glass of wine, set out candles, anything that makes 
you relax and anticipate the upcoming night.

 Shave or wax.  Check for any hairs in odd places.

 Wear scented lotion or dab perfume sparingly under your breasts or between your 
thighs.

 Pick your sexiest underwear.  Men respond to fabrics that are 
sheer or silky to touch.  Cotton should be avoided!

 Make sure to brush your teeth, floss, and brush your tongue 
and gums well, as those places harbor the bacteria that causes bad 
breath.

 Avoid wearing too much makeup.  You will probably be sleep-
ing in your makeup overnight (because you won’t interrupt your 
moment of passion to wash your face!), and he will have a very 
close view of your face.  If you wear mascara, make sure that it is 
waterproof so that it doesn’t come off in the heat of the moment.  

Wear lipstick sparingly, or only wear one of the lipsticks designed not to kiss off.

 Put a pack of condoms in your purse, and use them!

 If you think you’ll be spending the night at his house, don’t pack 
an overnight bag.  This will seem too obvious!  Rather, slip a 
toothbrush and refresher kit in your purse.

 Once you’re sleeping together regularly, you should be very 
judicial about what you leave at his house (such as toiletries).  
Never leave anything at his house until it is clear that you are of-
ficially a couple.  Then, only leave the bare minimum; otherwise, 
he will feel threatened by the idea that you’re “moving in.”

How to Kiss so that He Can’t Forget

 Keep your lips moisturized!  Chapped lips are a big turnoff.  Avoid thick, dark lipstick 
that will smear when you kiss.  If you plan on doing some smooching, choose a neutral 
color or a tint that promises to last though a kiss.
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 Don’t keep your mouth tightly closed and pressed against 
his.  This can be suffocating.

 Get your hands involved.  You should evoke all the senses, 
not just focus on the mouth.  Rub your cheek against his.  
Trace his lips with your fingers.

 Vary the intensity.  Although he will usually be the one set-
ting the pace, you can help him along.  Vary hard kisses with 
soft kisses, long kisses with short ones, and open-mouthed 
kisses with soft brushes of your lips against his.

 If you need to break the kiss to swallow, do so!  You don’t 
want to choke.

 Men love French kisses.  Here’s a technique to try: flick the tips of one another’s tongues 
against one another rapidly for “butterfly” kisses.

 The mouth should only be the starting place for a kiss.  Kiss his jaw, his eyelids, his neck, 
even his toes!

How to be a Sex Siren

 Never agree to sex until you are absolutely certain.  If you aren’t sure that you want sex, 
your indecisiveness will show in the bedroom and can cause a negative experience.  You 
should want sex 100% before allowing a single article of clothing to come off.  Nothing 
says “no sex” more than a fully clothed woman.

 If you have decided to sleep with him, let loose!  Be responsive, enthusiastic, and forget 
about getting your hair mussed.  DON’T lie there doing nothing because you worry that 
you might do something wrong.  If you want to know what sort of touch he prefers, 
ask!  He’ll be glad to show you.

 If you haven’t had much experience in the bedroom and feel awkward, tell him.  He will 
appreciate your honesty.  Otherwise, he may interpret your awkwardness as rejection 
of his moves.

 NEVER be ashamed of your body.  Men 
are visual creatures, so allow him to look 
at your body.  Candlelight can be very 
flattering.  Don’t hide yourself under the 
sheets.  If he wants you this much, he will 
want to study your body and enjoy every 
aspect of it.  Equally, you have the same 
right to enjoy checking out his body!  He 
will feel flattered.

 If you feel comfortable doing so, undress yourself for him.  He can imagine that he is 
watching a private striptease.  Then, undress him.
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 Don’t stop to hang up your clothes!  Who cares if your dress gets crumpled?  Half the 
fun of sex is being reckless.

 Feel able to guide his hand where you want rather than letting him continue something 
that isn’t doing much for you.

 Express yourself.  The bedroom isn’t a library, so don’t keep quiet!  Your vocal response 
is his only way of knowing whether what he is doing works or not.

 Don’t feel shy about stroking his package.  Men love it when women pay attention to 
their penis.  Giving him oral sex will send him spiraling towards heaven, but if you don’t 
feel comfortable doing so, don’t feel pressured.

 Never do anything that you feel uncomfortable with.  However, realize that developing 
your sexual intimacy will require that you push your own boundaries.  Be open to 
experiment in any way that feels safe to you.  Men love women who are adventurous 
in the bedroom.

 Try taking control.  Sex can be a lot of work, and men love it when women take the 
pressure off them by taking things into their own hands.  Let him lie back, straddle him, 
and have fun!

 Express your desire for him verbally and nonverbally.  This will feed his ego and turn 
him on.

 Touch him.  Learn to enjoy exploring his body.  Ask him to lie on his back, and straddle 
him.  Then, tell him that he has to lie still while you “examine” him.  Stroke every 
muscle and ridge of his body.  Then, trace the same path with your lips.

 Men enjoy a rougher touch than women.  Because their bodies are more muscular, they 
may be unable to feel a very light touch.  Don’t be afraid to use a bit more pressure 
than you’d ordinarily be comfortable with.  Again, if you’re unsure, there are three easy 
words you can ask as much as you like!  Any time you try something new, ask him, “Is 
this okay?”

 One of the best ways of knowing what turns you on in bed is by masturbating.  Al-
though masturbating is often a greater taboo for women than it is for men, think of it 
as an invaluable “research tool” for learning about your own body’s responses.  Once 
you learn the kind of touch you prefer, teach it to him.

 Don’t feel shy about touching yourself when you are with him.  Many men love it when 
a woman masturbates in front of them.  Be aware that for a 
few men, though, such an act can be threatening, because 
they believe that it means that they aren’t satisfying their 
partner.

 A great way to enjoy intimacy before or after sex is a shower.  
Soap each other up.  Kiss with warm water running over 
your faces.  Although sex in the shower or bath may seem 
like a good idea, the water often washes a woman’s natural 
lubrication away.  Wait for sex until you’ve toweled off.
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 Props like ice cubes, wine, or chocolate sauce can be fun.  Dip 
strawberries in chocolate and feed one another, making sure 
to lick each other’s fingers.  Dribble wine on your partner’s 
body and lick it off.  Suck on an ice cube, then kiss him.

 Pick up a copy of the Kama Sutra or another erotic book, and 
suggest that you try their sex tips together!

Keep Him Tempted

The sexiest women in the world don’t have model-perfect bodies.  They don’t even have to wear 
skimpy tops or dance the salsa.  They keep their men satisfied and coming back for more because 
they…

1.  …enjoy sex
2.  …are comfortable with their bodies, and
3.  …are uninhibited.

If you can master these three qualities, you’ll be the irresistible sex siren that no man will be able 
to get enough of!

Here are some more ideas to keep your man tempted.

 Create the perfect setting in your bedroom.  Get 
rid of those frilly floral sheets, teddy bears, and 
vintage dolls.  Invest in some quality satin sheets, 
fat candles, ambient lighting, and wide mirrors.  
In a drawer next to the bed, keep a supply of 
condoms, massage oil, and lubricants.  Make your 
bedroom a place where your man feels comfort-
able.

 Harness the power of your guy’s imagination.  When he calls, let it slip that you just got 
out of the shower.  He’ll immediately imagine you naked.

 Surprise him by wearing a sheer pair of panties that he hasn’t seen before, or a lacy 
black bra.  Men love surprises, especially when they get to discover them themselves as 
they undress you.

 Wear a skirt and let it slip that you aren’t wearing any underwear.

 Give him a body press hug.  I don’t mean that you should flatten him against a wall!  
Rather, when you give him a hug, press your full body against him, from groin to chest.  
He’ll quickly get the picture that you want a bit more than a peck on the cheek.
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 Call him at work.  With your lowest, huskiest, sexiest voice, 
tell him exactly what you want to do to him when he gets 
home.

 Tell him how much you loved what he did to you last night.  
Be specific … very specific.  Then tell him you hope that he’ll 
do the same to you tonight.

 Talk dirty.  Many men find it incredibly erotic when a classy 
woman who’d never use a word of profanity in public starts 
talking dirty to them in the bedroom.  If you feel uncomfort-
able doing so, think of some phrases in advance that you 
might use and practice saying them to yourself until it feels natural.  Then, let the words 
slip off your tongue while you’re in the bedroom.

 If your man looks incredibly sexy, tell him.  Hold him around his neck and murmur how 
broad his shoulders are.  Caress his biceps while telling him how much you appreciate 
his time at the gym.

 Give him a foot massage.  It’s a quirky change from the usual back massage and can 
relax him completely.  If you feel dangerous, finish off by sucking his toes.

 Give him a “massage” while driving home from a party.  If you are sitting next to him 
in the car, rub his thigh.  Then rub a bit higher.  Finish by gently caressing his package.  
Just be careful that he doesn’t break the speed limit racing home to get you into bed!

 Work out together.  When you exercise, your heart rate goes up.  You experience all 
the physiological signs of arousal.  After your workout, head straight for the bedroom 
(with a detour for the shower if desired!).  You’ll find that the increased blood flow to 
the nether regions just might lead to one of your most passionate love-making sessions 
ever.

 Try yoga for more pleasure in the bedroom.  Yoga will increase your flexibility, improve 
your course muscles, and increase sensitivity and physical awareness.  You may even 
find yourself holding marathon tantric sex sessions, like those claimed by Sting!

 Practice Kegels.  These are exercises that strengthen your vaginal walls, usually recom-
mended for regaining muscle tone after childbirth.  Kegels will make you “tighter” 
during intercourse and may even lead to longer, more intense orgasms.

 Subscribe to a magazine like Cosmopolitan to get more sex and 
beauty tips every month.  Cosmo even has a “For Your Guy” section, so 
share it with your man!
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With so many tips, how are you ever going to have time to use them all?  I hope that you find 
the information in these chapters as useful as my friends and me have.  None of us EVER have 
to go home alone!  We know that getting a guy to approach us is as easy as keeping ourselves 
approachable and putting out “fun and happy” vibes.  We never have a problem keeping him 
interested, because we always find out at least one thing we have in common in the first five 
minutes of conversation and move the date onto the dance floor when things start to lag.  If 
we’re bored by the end of the night, we say goodbye with no guilt and move on!  Dating IS fun 
when you’ve got a laidback attitude.  Just remember: Whatever happens, happens.

So now, what do you do once you’ve got a man?  How do you keep him?  In the next chapter, 
I’ll give you tips on how to remain irresistible to your man.
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Chapter 10.  How to Keep the Fires Burning
You’re dating a guy whom you think is a keeper.  Now, how do you keep your relationship so hot 
and spicy that he doesn’t even think of straying?

The following tips will help you keep those fires of passion burning and show your man that you 
are the one and only woman for him.

Ask before doing things for him.

 Earlier, I said that a man will feel more bonded to you if he does things for you, rather 
than you doing things for him.  Although men may often need help, they don’t like 
accepting it—certainly not from their girlfriend!  That’s why it is important to ask before 
tidying his room, organizing his CDs, throwing away those old boxes, or making reser-
vations for him.

Be happy.

 A guy with a happy girlfriend is a happy guy indeed.  
If you’re happy, your boyfriend will feel like all is right 
with the world.  Your boyfriend should always be 
there to support you, but he will enjoy life more—and 
you will, too—if you keep a positive outlook.  I know 
that all of us feel like indulging in self-pity and wal-
lowing in gloom from time to time, so if you feel like 
having a moan fest, buy a pint of Haagen Dazs and 
call a girlfriend!  If you vent to your man, he may feel 
irritated, because he will assume that you told him so 
that he can figure out solutions to your problems.  He 
won’t understand that sometimes girls just need to 
complain to get it out of their systems.

Be low maintenance.

Every guy’s dream is a low maintenance 
girlfriend who is laid back, loves sports, and 
is always up for sex.  The best part of being 
a low-maintenance girlfriend is that your guy 
doesn’t feel suffocated, pressured, or used in 
any way.  It is like the difference between a 
tight shirt collar that will choke him, and a 
loose one that lets him breathe.  If you rely 
on him for some of your needs, but not all, 
he’ll enjoy giving to you in the small ways in 
which he can.  If you’re always demanding 
something from him, he’ll start to feel resent-
ful.  He’ll feel as if he can never please you.  
That’s a sure way to wave a man goodbye.
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Enjoy sex.

 A good sex life is the closest thing to a guarantee that a relationship will continue.  Sex 
is an incredibly important part of a man’s life.  As long as he has good food, good sex, 
and a good job, he’ll be as content as they come!  Men need sex just as much as women 
need to share their feelings.  In fact, by enjoying frequent sex with your partner, you 
could even be helping to give him a longer life.  In a 1997 study published in the British 
Medical Journal, researchers found that men with the highest frequency of orgasms 
had a death rate HALF that of men with the lowest frequency.  Having sex three or more 
times a week reduced the risk of heart attacks or strokes by half.  For women, sex can 
even reduce the pain of PMS and reduce the risk of depression.  In addition, regular sex 
can firm a woman’s stomach and buttocks, as well as improve posture.  So enjoy sex, 
keep your man, and enjoy the health benefits!

Find the closest path to a man’s heart … through 
his stomach.

 Even if you’re not Julia Childs, you can still make your 
man hum with contentment.  I don’t know a single 
guy who doesn’t love to eat, and a woman who 
makes sure to keep a supply of his favorite foods on 
hand is sure to keep hearing his knock at her door.

Give him more compliments, less criticism.

 Parents try to create a loving, positive environment 
for their children by complimenting them on each 
small achievement.  Yet when we become adults, the 
compliments start to dry up.  We may receive little 
feedback on our performance at work, and the only compliments we get is the insincere 
flattery of the salesperson at the clothing boutique: “This shade really shows off your 
eyes, honey.”

 That is why it is so important that partners step in to fill the gap.  Compliment your guy.  
Give him specific praise, like “I really liked the way you massaged my neck last night.”  
“I love watching you in those shorts.  You have such great legs.”  “Thanks so much for 
fixing my car.  You’re my knight in shining armor.”  You know the best sort of praise 
you can give him?  Praise his prowess in the bedroom!  Again, be specific rather than 
general.  A comment like, “You’re the best lover I ever had,” won’t go as far as, “I love 
the way you use your hands.”

Give him space.

 Some women expect their boyfriends to be everything: lover, best friend, personal as-
sistant, and entertainer.  These expectations can suffocate and choke a boyfriend.  Give 
him space to go out with the boys, engage in hobbies, or take a weekend to hang out 
with old friends.  At the same time, keep some space for yourself in the relationship.  
Have a girls’ night every so often, visit old friends and family members, take shopping 
trips with girlfriends, and don’t feel embarrassed at indulging with weekend trips to the 
spa.  A healthy relationship is balanced, not clingy.
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 Greet him with enthusiasm and warmth.

 Next time you haven’t seen your man for a few days, give him a greeting that he’ll 
remember.  Don’t keep doing what you’re doing, tell him to wait a minute, or say, “Hey, 
so what are we doing tonight?”  Instead, open the door, give him a warm smile, and 
take a step back, visibly checking him out.  Murmur in a low voice, “My, it’s good to see 
you again.”  Then, lean forward to give him a kiss to remember.

Keep working on your relationship.

 Never stop trying to improve your relationship.  A relationship becomes boring when 
everything starts getting repetitive: you do the same thing every weekend, your nights 
out follow a similar pattern, and you already know the words before they come out of 
your partner’s mouth.  When you make a commitment to improving your relationship, 
you seek new ways to keep your relationship exciting and different.  Try a new activity 
together, such as a sport that you can do together, or travel to somewhere that you 
both haven’t been.  Make a point of learning something new every day and sharing 
it with your partner.  Attend an evening class together, or join a club.  Surprise your 
partner by setting out candles, flowers, and the special dinner plates for a weeknight 
meal.  Bring home bubble bath and a bottle of wine, and invite him to share a bath with 
you.  Turn off the television for at least one night a week and talk or play board games 
instead.  Relationships stagnate when both partners take them for granted, so always 
remind yourself of how much you respect and appreciate your partner.

Laugh at yourself.

 A woman who takes herself too seriously can be a big turn-off for a man.  A woman 
who knows how to laugh at herself makes him relax.  You’re going to make mistakes in 
a relationship.  When you’re with someone that much, you’re bound to do something 
embarrassing!  So learn to laugh at yourself, and he’ll enjoy laughing with you.

Laugh together.

 Humor is an essential component of any relationship.  Laughter has many health ben-
efits, from improving your cardiovascular system to making you less likely to catch a 
cold.  Try reading out the comics to one another.  Enjoy funny movies together.  Tease 
and be teased.  Act childlike for a day.

Leave gabfests for your girlfriends.

 If you need a good gabfest, don’t expect your man to patiently listen.  Many men prefer 
situations in which some sort of physical activity is the focus, rather than talking.  (That’s 
why many men prefer active dates, like hiking or camping, rather than passive dates 
like going to a restaurant, where the only thing they can do, aside from eating, is talk.)  
So if you want to share gossip, dissect the latest celebrity goings-on, or reflect on what 
clothes you should buy this season, call up a girlfriend and spare your man the details.

Make him feel good about himself.

 Men love to be with women who build them up, not women who tear them down.  
If a guy feels strong, confident, and “manly” around you, he’ll want to be with you.  
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This doesn’t mean that you  should stroke his ego until he becomes insufferable.  It 
just means that you should recognize when he’s feeling vulnerable or overwhelmed.  
Remind him of what he’s accomplished in the past and how confident you are in his 
ability to solve this problem.  Having a little faith in your man goes a long way.  Even 
though he may not be Superman in the world’s eyes, he should know that he’s Super-
man in yours.

Protect his confidences.

 Men rarely have the opportunities to share their emotions and feelings with anyone but 
their partner.  When your man does share secrets with you, remember what a precious 
gift he’s just entrusted you with.  He has shown you his vulnerable side, a side that he 
rarely expresses.

 Don’t betray his trust.  You should never share the things that your partner has told you 
in confidence with anyone else, even your girlfriends.  NEVER use what he shares with 
you in an argument.  Otherwise, he’ll think twice before sharing his inner thoughts and 
feelings with you again.  That lack of trust can destroy a relationship.

Share his hobbies.

 If he asks you to share an important activ-
ity with him, go along, even if you’re not 
interested!  Part of being in a relationship 
with someone is getting to know what 
makes them tick.  When you can partici-
pate in an activity that he enjoys, he’ll feel 
like he’s getting the best of both worlds: 
his favorite hobby in the company of 
his favorite girl!  Even if your guy is the 
strong, silent type, I can guarantee that 
he’ll respond if you ask him questions 
about his passion.

Substitute other activities for sex if you’re not in the mood.

 In a relationship, you’re not always going to be up for sex.  And that’s okay.  But you 
should be aware that the only reason many men get into relationships is because they 
expect they’ll be able to have sex whenever they want it, rather than having to work for 
what may end up being a one-night stand.

 Most guys still masturbate even if they’re in a long-term relationship, because their need 
for sex is so much greater than a woman’s.  Make your man blissful by not making him 
have to do it himself.  If you aren’t up for sex, pleasure him in other ways.  If you feel 
comfortable, give him a hand job or a blow job—and if you don’t know how, ask!
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Relationships Killers

The following behaviors can kill a relationship.

 Acting like his mother.

 Your man is an adult, so don’t indulge your mothering instincts with him.  If he wants 
to go outside without a coat, have the double cheeseburger at McDonald’s, or stay up 
late on a worknight watching television, it is not up to you to change him.

 Being clingy.

 A clingy partner can be just embarrassing.  Look at Victoria Beckham: in every photo 
shot, she’s hanging onto her husband’s elbow as if to say, “Look at me!  Don’t even 
think about trying, he’s mine!”  Give your partner space.  At parties, you should feel 
comfortable talking with one group of people while he talks with another.

 Comparing him to past boyfriends, friends’ boyfriends, etc.

 Never EVER compare your current man to your ex-boyfriend, ex-husband, or ex-anyone.  
Every relationship is a new experience, and your current guy shouldn’t have to suffer 
because you’ve had negative experiences in the past.

 The worst place to compare your boyfriend to others is in the bedroom.  He may ask 
you how he stacks up compared to other lovers you’ve had.  ALWAYS respond affirma-
tively.  Be specific: tell him how much better he kisses, or how a particular technique or 
position he uses really turns you on.  Never EVER discuss penis size.  Men are extremely 
sensitive about this issue.  While they like to believe that they’re big enough to fulfill 
your needs, they will immediately feel inadequate as a lover if they know you’ve had a 
more well-hung lover in the past.

 Criticizing him.

 Again, more compliments, less criticisms.  You worked so hard to win your boyfriend.  
Why, once you have him, would you criticize him?  The surest way to lost a man is to 
tell him everything he does wrong.  One way to avoid this is to remind yourself of all the 
reasons you fell in love with him and how much you respect him.  Every time you feel 
the urge to say something unnecessarily critical, think twice.

 Getting worked up about everything.

 Every man dreams of a low maintenance woman.  This is because men have a hard 
time dealing with women’s emotions.  They feel uncomfortable when a woman cries, 
because they want to “fix the problem” and don’t know how.  Being emotionally 
consistent is important to keeping your man at ease.

 Laying guilt trips on him.

 Along with criticism, this is one of the worst things you can do to your man.  Men HATE 
it when women lay guilt trips on them.  Often, women feel that this is the only way to 
get their man to do anything, but it is such an unfair tactic.  Guilt trips damage your 
relationship, so avoid them!
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 Letting your appearance slide.

 Have you heard the phrase “trophy wife” or “trophy girlfriend”?  Men love to show off 
a beautiful woman on their arm.  That’s why you should NEVER let your appearance go.  
Time and time again, I’ve heard men say that they don’t want to commit, because then 
their girlfriend will start wearing flannel pajamas to bed and those “granny panties” 
they despise.

 Even if you’re in a long-term relationship, you should spend MORE of an effort improv-
ing your appearance.  It can be hard at times.  When you’re dating, you can find it easy 
to gain weight, as you tend to eat out more often.  Being with your boyfriend can give 
you an excuse to eat sweet treats that you wouldn’t normally eat.  When you’re cooking 
together, he may serve you an equal portion size to his, which is much larger than you’d 
eat normally.  So watch your weight and make an investment in your appearance.  He’ll 
thank you!

 Pestering him over the small stuff.

 He promised he’d do this but didn’t.  He didn’t do what you asked.  He keeps doing that 
annoying habit that you’ve told him you didn’t like.  When will it end?

 When you are in a relationship, lots of little things about your partner that you didn’t 
notice before will start to annoy you.  Let me tell you right now: you can’t change him.  
When you accept your partner, you accept him 100%.  That means that you accept all 
his little imperfections in exchange for all the big things that you appreciate in him: his 
honesty, his sex appeal, his strong arms, his professional success.  When the small stuff 
starts to annoy you, take a deep breath.  If something really bothers you, mention it to 
him, but choose your issues wisely.  He is much more likely to change two or three big 
things than the million and one little things that annoy you.

 Telling him what he should do.

 Men don’t like being told what they should do.  It is an affront to their masculinity.  They 
like to think of themselves as problem-solvers and superheroes, able to save the world 
and still make it back by supper.  Stroke his masculinity by telling him how certain you 
are that he’ll fix the situation and how confident you are in him.

 Trying to change him.

 Men dislike women who try to change them as much as they dislike women who lay 
guilt trips on them.  Never start dating a guy because you see his “potential.”  Date him 
because you like who he is RIGHT NOW.  If he has a habit of getting drunk and calling 
you at 3 a.m., or gets wasted with his buddies and forgets to pick you up, he isn’t going 
to change just because he starts an official relationship with you.  In other words, if he 
acts like a bastard before you become a couple, he’ll probably continue to act like a 
bastard after you’ve become a couple.

 Withholding sex to punish him.

 Sex should never, EVER be used as a tool to hurt your partner.  If you don’t feel like sex 
because you are angry at him, fine.  But don’t tell him that you aren’t going to sleep 
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with him until he apologizes.  Sex is an important, intimate time for connection and 
bonding.  When it becomes a weapon, a man may feel that he has no choice but to get 
his needs fulfilled elsewhere.

 Worrying too much about your future.

 Women love dissecting their relationships and thinking about their future with a part-
ner.  By all means, talk with your girlfriends about where you think your relationship 
is going, its problems, and your fears.  But don’t unload all this information on your 
partner.  Men like to believe that everything is going fine in a relationship.  They don’t 
like to think too far ahead in the future, because that feels too much like commitment.  
The quickest way to scare a man off is to tell him, “I’ve been worrying about something.  
When our first child turns 18, are we going to have enough money to send him to 
Harvard?”  ENJOY THE MOMENT.  Worry about the real issues in your relationship right 
now, not imaginary ones that may never happen.

I hope that all the information in these ten chapters has given you new ideas on how to make 
yourself more irresistible to the men you want to date or to the man you already have!  In the 
next chapter, I’ll address specific concerns written in by my readers.
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Chapter 11.  Questions and Answers
Dear Seduction Genie,
I really like this one guy at school.  How do I get him to notice me?
Beth from New York

Dear Beth,

Make an action plan!  The first thing you should do is make a list of everything you have in com-
mon: classes that you take together, times that you pass one another in the hall, mutual friends, 
and shared interests.  Now, look over each one and jot beneath any opportunities that you see 
for meeting him.  For example, if you have a class together, could you sit close enough to be in 
a discussion group with him?  Could you act as partners on an assignment?  If you have mutual 
friends, you may ask them to introduce you or plan an outing in which you are both invited.

Once he knows of your existence, he needs to realize how cool you are.  To show how cool you 
are, act cool!  Don’t fawn over him or tag along behind him complimenting everything from his 
hair to the way he ties his shoes.  Talk with him; joke around.  After a few minutes, say goodbye 
and walk away.  If you keep your interactions short, it will be just enough to spark his interest but 
not so long that you overstay your welcome.  He’ll still have to pursue you!

Dear Seduction Genie,
All guys are jerks.  Where can I find a good one?
Brandy from California

Dear Brandy,

Think about it.  If all guys are jerks, there are no good ones, and that means you’re out of luck.

Yeah, some guys ARE jerks.  Some guys are actually nice at heart but act like jerks.  And some 
guys never get a date because they’re too nice!

Until you change your perspective, you’re not going to find a good guy, because you’ll be putting 
every guy on trial and waiting for him to reveals himself as a jerk.  Guys don’t like being judged 
before you’ve even gotten to know them.

The first thing you have to do, Brandy, is repeat after me: “I see nice guys everywhere.”  That’s 
right: you see nice guys every day.  In fact, nice guys surround you!  They’re at the grocery store, 
movie theater, even the bowling alley.  They indulge in juvenile behavior every once in a while to 
shake off the pressure of adulthood, but they have decent hearts and really want the same things 
you do: love, companionship, and some sex, too.
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Dear Seduction Genie,
I have kids.  No one is going to want to date me.
Carol from Wisconsin

Dear Carol,

Don’t defeat yourself before you’ve even begun!  If you’re going to get back into the dating pool, 
you have to be confident that you’re the woman that these guys have been waiting for.  I can’t 
tell you how many families I know that have “his” kids, “her” kids, and “their” kids.  We’re living 
in the 21st century, and there are lots of divorced dads out there who are looking for women 
who will accept their children from their previous marriage.  Yes, Carol, your options are going to 
be more limited, but you’d be amazed at the number of guys out there who aren’t deterred by 
another woman’s kids.  Some guys even enjoy the thought of being “ready-made” dads.

Dating will be difficult.  You’re going to have to find a baby-sitter every time you go out.  You’re 
going to have to decide in advance when to introduce your kids to a potential boyfriend.  (Many 
women avoid introducing their children to their suitors until they’ve become quite serious.)  You 
may find more dating options at a single-parent support group or PTA meeting than at your local 
bar.  But you can do it, Carol.  Just have confidence!

Dear Seduction Genie,
I just got divorced after eight years of marriage.  Can you give me any advice on getting 
back into the dating game again?
Daryl from Ohio

Dear Daryl,

Dating is a whole different ballgame today.  During the eight years that you’ve been married, the 
rules of dating have become much looser.  You can either ride the flow and enjoy the numerous 
opportunities to hook up and have fun that dating offers, or you can seek another long-term 
partnership that provides the same sort of stability that your marriage did.

The first year after your divorce is a touchy time.  One of my friend, Emma, went hog-wild after 
getting divorced.  She’d been married for 20 years, and at 40 years old she was bound and de-
termined to make up for lost time.  She launched herself into internet dating, went out on date 
after date, flew across the world to meet potential beaus, and had a great time.  She probably 
took some risks that she shouldn’t have and buried her feelings of hurt in casual sex.  Still, the 
whole experience gave her a chance to find herself after so many years as a wife and a mother.

I have another friend, Emily, who divorced after six years of marriage.  She immediately fell 
headlong into another long-term relationship.  After living with this guy for four years, that 
relationship also fell apart.  Within months she was in another long-term relationship.  She tells 
me that she doesn’t want to be alone and finds it so much easier to stick with one relationship, 
no matter how unsatisfactory, than “pick and choose” in the dating pool.
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You need to take it slowly when you return to dating.  It may take a while to relearn the “rules.”  
You may find yourself getting serious about your dates long before they get serious about you.  
You may treat them in ways that you’d treat your husband, ways that may be inappropriate for 
a casual relationship.

I recommend that you go out with some of your single friends and watch the flirting scene in a 
local hotspot.  Try going on double dates or going out in a group.  That way, very little pressure 
will be on you.  Don’t try dating solo until you feel completely secure and comfortable in the 
dating scene again.

Dear Seduction Genie,
I’m a really nice person, but I never get asked out.
Carla from Tennessee

Dear Carla,

I have so many friends who are nice but invisible to guys.  When we go out in a group, they are 
the ones who stay in their chairs, smile, and enjoy the conversation while the louder girls are out 
singing karaoke and getting chatted up.  Carla, if you are going to get asked out, guys have to 
notice you!  To get noticed, here are some things you can do.

• Speak up.  Get involved in conversations, offer your opinion, and shout over the music if 
necessary!

• Get up.  Be the one to get drinks from the bar, try singing karaoke or dancing on the dance 
floor, and be brave enough to make eye contact with any cute guy who glances your 
way.

• Dress up.  Guys notice girls who look different from the rest.  Play up your best features, 
and wear an outfit that shows off your assets.  Stand out from the crowd in a good way.

Dear Seduction Genie,
I hate going to bars and don’t drink.  How will I ever meet anyone?
Teresa from Washington

Dear Teresa,

There are a million and one ways to meet guys that don’t involve bars OR alcohol!  Try one of 
the suggestions in Chapter 5.  My favorite are the personals sites on the internet.  Try Match.
com or Yahoo! Personals.  You can find someone who shares your interests, right in your own 
town!  Unless you want to be able to contact someone, you can sign up for free.  It’s immensely 
flattering to get so many responses to your profile, and you’ll find that there are lots of guys out 
there who don’t like going to bars and don’t drink, either.
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Dear Seduction Genie,
All my previous relationships have ended after only a few weeks.  Maybe I’m hopeless 
at dating.
Jennifer from Georgia

Dear Jennifer,

When relationships end, we often blame ourselves.  We didn’t keep him interested, didn’t do 
the right things, shouldn’t have made a big deal about this or that.  But you know the real 
reason that relationships end, Jennifer?  They end because the two people in the relationship 
just weren’t right for one another.  Maybe they weren’t compatible enough.  Maybe there wasn’t 
enough chemistry.  And you know what?  That’s okay.  Because if that person wasn’t right for 
you, it is a good thing that the relationship ended before you wasted more time with him.

That being said, you CAN improve your chances of having a long-term relationship by diligently 
practicing the tips in this book.  Remember that the first few months of any relationship are a 
trial period.  Put effort into your appearance, plan fun activities together, and avoid “serious” 
talk that might scare him off (like any mention of marriage or babies!).  The first few months of 
any relationship should be about having fun and enjoying one another’s company.

Here’s a list of some ways that many women sabotage relationships before they’ve even be-
gun!

• You can wreck your relationship by talking about your long-term future as a couple before 
you’ve really even got to know one another.

• You can wreck your relationship by mentioning how much you really want to be mar-
ried/have babies in the next few years.

• You can wreck your relationship by moving your things into his apartment unless he’s 
specifically asked you to.

• You can wreck your relationship by stopping making an effort to look great for him (this is 
especially destructive in the underwear area!)

• You can wreck your relationship by assuming that dating you means that he should now 
meet your parents, fix your car, help you move in, give up his nights out with the guys, stop 
smoking, stop drinking, et cetera.

• You can wreck your relationship by giving up your own life outside of the relationship.  
When you take time for yourself, you give him time for himself.  When both of you meet 
up again, you’ll enjoy your time together even more.
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Dear Seduction Genie,
My boyfriend broke up with me.  How do I get him back?
Janet from North Carolina

Dear Janet,

It is devastating when a boyfriend breaks up with you.  The feelings of rejection, pain, and 
despair can be overwhelming.

Janet, I can’t give you a foolproof way to get your boyfriend back.  My feeling is that any man 
who breaks up with you is not good enough for you.  You deserve a guy who is hopelessly, madly 
in love with you, a guy who would be absolutely devastated if you broke up with him!  Any guy 
who doesn’t feel that way towards you just isn’t worth it.  Breaking up with someone is a cruel, 
hard thing to do.  A guy who was committed to you and committed to the relationship would 
do anything to save it before giving up on it.

A lot of guys are not ready for long-term relationships.  They want to date many women before 
settling down.  Other men are going through so many changes in their life that what they want 
is different from day to day.  One thing is for certain: if he’s broken up with you, he’s just not that 
into you, and you deserve a guy who IS 100% completely and madly into you.

The best way to show him what he’s lost is to practice the Indifference Method.  In other words, 
forget about him.  Don’t give him a guilt trip about breaking up with you.  Don’t shoot him teary-
eyed glances in the hallway or tell all your friends how badly he treated you.  After sharing your 
feelings with your closest friends, don’t talk about the breakup at all.  Take down any reminder 
of him (like photos or souvenirs), and if you pass him on the street—as hard as it may feel—act 
like he’s just another guy you know.

The most important aspect of the Indifference Method is to get on with life.  Even if you don’t 
feel like it, ask your friends to take you out, and don’t mope in a corner.  Get out on the dance 
floor!  Don’t worry if you still feel sad.  The idea is that if you act as if you’re having a good 
time—even if you’re not—you’ll start to feel better.  If your ex-boyfriend sees you or hears that 
you’ve been out on the town, he won’t be able to tell that you’re still sad over your breakup.  
He’ll think that you’re way over him.  As a result, he may feel more comfortable coming up to 
you and talking with you again.  That’s because men tend to avoid women that they’ve recently 
broken up with.  They feel embarrassed and guilty at having broken up with them.  But if you’re 
out there looking as if you’re having a good time, he’ll think that you’re pretty cool.  I promise 
that he’ll even wish—though he may not admit it to himself—that he was there with you.  After 
a few weeks of this, he may come to his senses and realize that life was much better with you 
than without.
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Dear Seduction Genie,
I’m fifty pounds overweight, and I’m never going to get a guy unless I lose it.
Beth from Colorado

Dear Beth,

I used to wear glasses, and I always thought that I’d never get a boyfriend until I got contact 
lenses.  No guy would want to date a girl that looked nerdy, I thought.  And you know what?  I 
was right.  I’d created a self-fulfilling prophecy for myself.  It wasn’t until I got contact lenses that 
I felt comfortable going up to guys and talking.  I found that I could get lots of dates—not because 
I was wearing contact lenses, but because I was confident enough to start up a conversation!

I hid behind my glasses as an excuse not to do the hard work of dating, and many women hide 
behind what they consider their most unattractive features.  Right now, Beth, I’ll bet that you 
could go out there and meet dozens of guys.  The only thing that is stopping you is the mental 
block that you described.  You believe that you have to lose weight before men will find you 
attractive.

I DO think that it is important to be at a healthy weight, simply because you’ll have more energy, 
put less strain on your joints, and have fewer health problems.  I agree that most men do prefer 
healthy-looking women, who are not too skinny or too overweight.  HOWEVER, I don’t agree 
that your weight is stopping you from getting a guy.

If you are going to lose weight, you need to do it because you want to be healthy—not because 
you think weight loss will magically guarantee you a boyfriend.  There are lots of slender girls out 
there without boyfriends.  What is most important is that you work on yourself as the whole 
package.  You can still have the softest, sexiest skin out there, the best hair style, and the most 
classy, feminine clothes.  You can radiate confidence and femininity.  Think about it … who is 
going to tell Queen Latifah that she needs to lose fifty pounds before she can be attractive to 
men?  Women with curves are hot.  Once you recognize the power of your own femininity, you 
can get any guy you want.  It’s all about attitude.
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Dear Seduction Genie,
My boyfriend is Mexican, and my parents tell me that our cultural differences are too big 
for this to ever work. Hello? I thought we were past those days!
Sarah from Texas

Dear Sarah,

We ARE past those days.  There is no reason that love can’t succeed between people of two dif-
ferent cultures.  However, as the veteran of a serious cross-cultural relationship, I have to tell you 
that cross-cultural differences can and do end relationships.  If you are going to date someone 
from another culture, you need to communicative, communicate, and communicate!

When you begin a cross-cultural relationship, your cultural differences will be fascinating and 
enticing.  They will give you opportunities to share more deeply.  Your boyfriend won’t be like 
any other guy you know, and it will make you feel proud to be with him.  On the other hand, 
you may not even notice any difference between the two of you.  Your boyfriend may seem to 
be exactly the same as everyone else you know.

Hidden or not, cultural differences can be profound.  One way to understand where your boy-
friend comes from is to visit his home.  Observe how his mother and father interact.  Notice what 
foods are cooked, what music is being played, what traditions are observed.  These will give you 
important insights into his culture.

It is really only when cross-cultural relationships become long-term relationships that larger issues 
begin to surface.  He may wish to raise your children Catholic; you may want to raise them 
Protestant.  His parents may expect you to behave in a certain way as their son’s wife, which 
may strain your relationship.  He may want you to learn his language or even live in his native 
country.

All of these conflicts can be resolved, but you will need to invest time.  You both will need to 
be flexible and open.  Again, communication is essential!  A cross-cultural relationship IS more 
difficult than a relationship with someone from the same culture, but it can be very fulfilling.

So many readers wrote in to ask about one specific concern that I’ve dedicated the entire last 
chapter to it!  So turn the page and discover ways of overcoming shyness.
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Chapter 12.  What if You’re Shy?
I’m going to dedicate a whole chapter to this topic, because many, many women have told me 
that the only reason they don’t follow the advice in my book is because they’re shy.

I wish I could tell you that all you have to do is make a wish to the Seduction Genie, and it will 
come true.  But you can’t get rid of shyness with just a wish.  You CAN get rid of shyness if you 
practice the techniques I outline below.

Mixed Emotions

There are lots of mixed emotions involved with shyness.  You may feel an actual gut fear at 
meeting the guy of your dreams.  Your knees may quake, and you may want to run away!

On the other hand, you may just feel so nervous that you can’t speak properly.  My cousin bursts 
into hysterical laughter every time a cute guy says hello to her.  She can’t control it.  Sometimes, 
the guy waits for her laughter to get under control so that he can start a conversation.  More 
often, though, the guy gets offended and turns away.  HE thinks that my cousin just rejected him!  
That’s because guys almost ALWAYS interpret your laughter as being at their expense.

The biggest emotion involved in shyness is self-consciousness.  That’s when you can’t 
meet new people because you’re so embarrassed about what you look like, what you’ll say, and 
what they’ll think of you.

Let me give you an example.  Elizabeth was waiting at the bus stop when a cute new guy from 
her class, Carl, walked up to wait for the bus right next to her.  She noticed how close he was 
standing to her, and thought it was strange, since there was no one else waiting for the bus but 
them.  She felt a bit nervous, so she kept her eyes kept firmly on the road where the bus would 
appear.  Carl started to hum a little tune.  Even more nervous, Elizabeth hunched her shoulders 
and wrapped her arms tightly around her books.  When the bus came, Elizabeth got on first.  
She’d successfully avoided Carl’s eyes the entire time.

Shyness makes you miss opportunities.  If you are a shy person, you may not even be noticing 
when cute guys try to approach you.  There may be ten guys out there RIGHT NOW who want to 
get to know you better, but they interpret your shyness as aloofness or being stuck up.

You might think that Elizabeth was simply clueless, but even if Carl had arrived at the bus stop 
with headphones blasting and stood ten feet from Elizabeth, Elizabeth could have acknowledged 
him with a simple, “Hey.”  That’s just politeness.  Elizabeth’s greeting would have made Carl 
realize that she was friendly, and he would have been more disposed to talk with her.  If you 
DON’T act shy, more people will want to talk to you.

Notice that I said that you shouldn’t act shy if you want people to talk to you.  This doesn’t mean 
that you shouldn’t feel shy.  Many celebrities who are in the public eye all the time consider 
themselves shy.  Bob Dylan, Lucille Ball, and Tom Hanks are just a few examples.

Here’s some good news: shyness usually goes away as people mature and become more 
experienced.  I was terribly shy in school, and I always had my nose in a book.  Only two guys 
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ever flirted with me during the entire twelve years I was in school.  After I finished school and 
started getting out in the world, I found that I didn’t have time to be shy.  I needed to interact 
with many people for my job.  I was living in a new town, where I had to have the confidence to 
ask people for directions.  I found that lots of people were willing to give me recommendations 
and introduce me to the local hotspots.  In no time at all, I’d lost my shyness!

You don’t need to take a drastic step like moving away and starting a new job to learn your 
shyness.  The simple steps below will help you overcome your shyness NOW.

 Stop worrying about yourself—how you come across, whether there’s spinach in 
your teeth, if your clothes make you look fat—and start focusing on him.  This is 
key!!  When you think about the other person and not yourself, you lose the self-
consciousness that’s making you shy.

 Let me give you an example.  Let’s say that you’re standing with your friends when a 
guy comes up to you out of the blue and says hi.  You can think:

(a)  Oh my god, I can’t believe that my friends are watching this.
(b)  Why is he coming up to me?  Why not one of my friends?
(c)  Is he a freak?
(d)  Oh my god, oh my god, oh my god.
(e)  Is my hair all right?  Do I look okay?
(f)   What will I say?  I don’t want to say something stupid!
(g)  What a brave guy for coming up to me.  That’s pretty cool, and I’m 

going to make him glad he did.

 Obviously, I hope that you choose option G!

 It takes a lot of guts for a guy to approach a woman.  Unfortunately, when he does, 
all she often thinks about is herself: whether she’s presenting herself in the best way 
possible.  When a guy approaches you, realize just how much courage it takes.  Reward 
him with a warm smile and an outstretched hand.  “Hi, how are you?  My name is 
Molly.”

 By giving him your name, you’ve just given him a conversation starter.  Chances are 
that he’ll stutter something silly like, “That’s a nice name,” and you’ll both stand there 
stupidly in silence.  But if you keep that warm smile trained on him, and DON’T cross 
your arms or back away, he’ll think of something else to say that’s a bit wittier.

 If you feel yourself starting to get nervous, focus on something else … like the 
furniture!  No joke.  One of the best ways to stop yourself from feeling self-conscious is 
by shifting your attention away from yourself and onto something else.  You might look 
at the window and notice what is going on outside.  You might look at a nearby chair 
and notice the material it’s made out of, even count how many legs it has!  The idea is 
just to occupy your mind with something that doesn’t take much thought.  I know one 
guy who, whenever he gets nervous, starts counting the bottles at the bar.  Practice this 
technique whenever you feel your palms start to sweat.  Once you learn how to distract 
your mind, you’ll find that those feels of panic occur less frequently.
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 Think positive.  You can make your shyness WORSE by thinking about everything that 
can go wrong.  You may think that if you approach that guy standing by himself, he’ll 
ignore you.  If you open your mouth, you’ll say something stupid.  If you dance with 
him, you’ll step on his toes.

 This kind of thinking can paralyze you!  Instead, if you are getting ready for a party, 
or just to go out with your friends, pep yourself up by remembering a time when you 
really felt excellent.  Remember the time that you won an award, or when you were sur-
rounded by friends on your birthday, or when you got your first kiss.  You can actually 
change your mood by reliving positive memories.

 Just make sure not to bring your mood tumbling down again by criticizing yourself.  
Everyone makes mistakes, and everyone looks dumb sometimes!  But the girls who get 
the guys know that one mistake doesn’t lose the game.  They pretend that the mistake 
never happened and carry right on—or they laugh at themselves and impress the guy 
with their attitude!

 Ask questions.  One great way to take the focus off yourself is to ask questions!  
Everyone loves to be asked questions, and while they’re talking you’ll have a chance to 
relax and forget about feeling shy.

 Calm down.  Being anxious about a situation can cause you to say or do things that 
you later regret.  My friend Anne says that every time she gets near Ben, this guy she 
really likes, her heart starts pounding so fast that she speaks a lot quicker than normal.  
After this happened a few times, he asked her if she always drank too much coffee.  
She was so embarrassed!

 If this happens to you, you need to practice ways to calm yourself.  When you’re nerv-
ous, you often breathe shallowly, so remember to take deep breaths.  Focusing on your 
breathing can always take your attention away from the anxiety-causing situation.

 Another idea is to distract yourself using the method described above.  When you 
feel yourself getting anxious, focus on something in the environment, like a piece of 
furniture or something happening in the distance.  Try to fill your mind with the quali-
ties of the object you are observing.  When you look back at the person you are with, 
you should feel calmer.

 Develop a genuine interest in other people.  People can sense when you’re inter-
ested in them.  There’s nothing more flattering to be the source of someone’s curiosity.  
As I said before, the best way to get rid of your shyness is to stop thinking about 
yourself and start thinking about the person or people you’re interacting with, so pay 
attention to others, not yourself!

 Don’t use drug or alcohol as a crutch.  If you are going to get over your shyness, you 
can’t do it by masking the symptoms with a chemically-altered mood.  If you want a 
real relationship, you’re going to have to eventually face your guy sober.  You owe it to 
yourself to get rid of your shyness completely and permanently, so you can get ahead 
in your career as well as your love life.
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 Respond warmly to anyone who talks to you.  This is one of the best ways to 
get over your shyness.  I’m not saying that you have to go and approach guys you’re 
interested in, or strike up conversations with complete strangers at the bus stop.  As a 
woman, you will find yourself to be the object of attention if you just present yourself 
as a fun, easy person to talk to.  Remember how difficult it is for you to talk to others?  
Well, when others take the risk to talk to you, show them that you appreciate it!

 My friend Jenny uses this technique to her advantage.  She’ll laugh at the guy at the 
ticket counter, or smile indulgently at the guy who tries to make a joke while standing 
in line.  If a salesperson asks her how her day went while ringing up her purchases, she 
always answers with more than a one-word reply!  One time, she was in the gym trying 
to use one of the machines when a wise-cracking guy made a comment about how 
she looked like she was working on her flexibility rather than the weights.  She laughed 
it off and made a joke back.  Meanwhile, a man next to her had been watching.  He 
leaned forward and asked, “Can I help you with that?”  They ended up going out for 
coffee!  It turned out that the second guy had wanted to talk to Jenny for a while, but 
he wasn’t sure what sort of person she was.  Because she had just shown that she was 
an approachable person in the previous encounter, he felt comfortable breaking the 
ice.

 Reward yourself.  If you are really shy, it’s going to take a lot of effort to practice the 
techniques in the section.  As a result, the best way to keep yourself energized and 
committed to breaking your pattern of shyness is to reward yourself.  Every time you 
smile at five new people, or tell the barrista at the coffee counter how your day went, 
or sit next to a cute guy on the bus, reward yourself.  Remember that it doesn’t matter 
whether or not your smile is returned or whether someone talks back.  The point is to 
congratulate yourself for your effort.

 Smile at more people.  If you have a hard time making conversation and avoid people’s 
eyes, people may think that you don’t want to be around them.  In other words, your 
shyness can be perceived as a rejection!  One of my male friends says that nothing is 
harder than trying to date a shy girl, because he never knows if she is into him or not.  
As a result, it is INCREDIBLY important for shy people to learn how to smile more often.  
A simple smile shows that you’re willing to talk back.

 Take small steps.  If you want to learn how to approach guys, you need to start with 
small steps.  Some of the secrets that guys use might help you.  One guy tells me that 
he sets a goal: he’ll approach a woman and carry on a conversation for 10 minutes.  
Once that time is up, he’ll say goodbye and leave—even if the conversation was going 
well!  Because he has no expectations for the encounter, the woman senses that he is 
relaxed and doesn’t want to “chat her up” or get her into bed.  When he says goodbye, 
the conversation is at a high point, and the woman is left with a positive feeling about 
the encounter.

 If you want to meet guys, try to chat them up for a maximum of 10 minutes!  Then, say 
goodbye.  If he’s really into you, he’ll realize that it is his time to do the pursuing.
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 My friend Josh says that he learned to overcome his shyness by taking a hiatus from 
dating.  He made a promise to himself that for one month, he’d stop dating and try 
to make friends with as many women as he could.  It was hard, but at the end of the 
month he’d made some good female friends who introduced him to their friends, who 
were quite interested!  He couldn’t believe his good luck!

 Learning how to become friends with guys can help you overcome your shyness make 
making you comfortable in their company.  Male friends will often feel protective of 
you and give you tips on how to attract the guy you want … or even help you do it by 
giving the guy a nudge in your direction!

 Travel.  If you STILL haven’t been able to overcome your shyness, a trip out of town 
might be in order.  Sometimes, an unfamiliar setting will allow you to release your 
confident inner vixen.  You may find it easier to flirt in a place where no one knows you 
and you won’t run into anyone you know.  Although you may find it easier to overcome 
your shyness if you are alone, make sure that you stay safe at all times.  NEVER take risks 
that you shouldn’t, like going home alone with a man in an unfamiliar place.



Get 0ut There and Start Seducing!
Congratulations!  You’ve finished the Seduction Genie’s course on how to become more irresist-
ible to the opposite sex.  By now, you’ve learned OVER 200 concrete tips on how to be more 
alluring to men.  Knowing these tips is just the first step, though.  To become the seduction 
goddess that you’ve always dreamed of, you must take action.  It’s up to YOU to change 
your life.

So don’t close this book without setting some goals.  Take a moment to write down a list 
of at least 10 tips that you are going to try immediately.  Then, write down a list of three 
specific, concrete goals.  The first one should be small, like smiling at five men you don’t know 
next week.  The second should be a bit harder, like going to a nightclub this weekend with a 
girlfriend and  practicing the tips in Chapter 5.  The last goal should be even more difficult, like 
approaching a guy you really like and having a ten minute conversation.

The most important characteristic of these three goals is that they are specific and DOABLE.  You 
don’t want to set yourself a big goal like being married in a year or getting a boyfriend by the end 
of summer.  Those goals can be intimidating and make you feel pressured to get a guy.  You’ll 
come across as desperate, and men will stay away from you!

So focus on small interactions with men.  Become comfortable smiling at strangers.  Learn to 
relax during casual conversations with the teller at the bank or the clerk at the shop.  When you 
feel confident about your appearance and atittude, practice hanging out at nightclubs with one 
or two close girlfriends.  Anticipate your interactions with men, relax, and enjoy flirting with no 
pressure or expectation to go home with a man.  The more you interact flirtatiously with men 
on an everyday basis, the more comfortable you will become with acting out the sex goddess 
within yourself.  As a result, men will feel more comfortable with you.  You will become the 
independent, sexy, exclusive woman who--unlike many women--doesn’t act needy, desperate, 
or closed off.

Good luck, and all the best!

 The Seduction Genie



My Goals

10 Tips that I am Going to Try Today

1.  _________________________________________________________________________

2.  _________________________________________________________________________

3.  _________________________________________________________________________

4.  _________________________________________________________________________

5.  _________________________________________________________________________

6.  _________________________________________________________________________

7.  _________________________________________________________________________

8.  _________________________________________________________________________

9.  _________________________________________________________________________

10.  ________________________________________________________________________

3 Goals that I will Accomplish

Small Goal #1

____________________________________________________________________________

to be accomplished by: ________________________________________________________

Medium Goal #2

____________________________________________________________________________

to be accomplished by: ________________________________________________________

Difficult Goal #3

____________________________________________________________________________

to be accomplished by: ________________________________________________________



How to Be Irresistible to Men - www.000relationships.com/tomen

Amy Waterman is the new host of the latest edition of How to Be 
Irresistible to Men. This landmark multimedia course is in its seventh 
year online, and the latest edition is HOT with up-to-the-minute infor-
mation on how to meet, attract, and keep men. Packed with over 4 
hours of online video (plus workbook, ebooks, audio and more!), the 
How to Be Irresistible to Men system promises to transform your love 
life.                                              (www.000relationships.com/tomen/)

Kissing 101 - www.kissing101.net

Are you stressed about whether or not you are a good kisser? Have 
you wanted to get better at kissing but don’t know where to go or 
who to ask? Are you too embarrassed or self conscious to ask your 
friends? Well, this fantastic, fully-illustrated book written by Michelle 
Penney details every last thing you ever wanted about kissing, plus some 
tips and techniques to transform your kissing style from ordinary into 
mind-blowing! This is the kissing manual for anyone who’s ever wanted 
to become a better kisser.                                    (www.kissing101.net)

Save My Marriage Today! - www.SaveMyMarriageToday.com

Sometimes the person you want to attract the most isn’t that handsome 
or beautiful stranger. It is your own spouse. When marriages struggle, 
both partners can feel alone and as if they have no one to turn to. 
Save My Marriage Today! can be a lifeline. Even if your partner no 
longer wants to work on your marriage, this two-volume set will teach 
you how you can bring your marriage back from the verge of divorce. 
                                                        (www.SaveMyMarriageToday.com)

How to Catch A Cheating Spouse - www.CatchSpouseCheating.com

No marriage is immune from the temptation of infidelity. If you suspect 
that your partner is having an affair, don’t panic. This package will teach 
you exactly the steps you need to go through to verify that an affair 
is occurring before you falsely confront your partner or give them the 
chance to lie to you even further. Get the facts. Get How to Catch a 
Cheating Spouse.                            (www.CatchSpouseCheating.com)
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